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Abstract. 
! 
A. G. Vulih has shown how an essentially unique intrinsic multi-
plication can be defined in certain types of Riess spaces (vector lattices) 
L. In general, the multiplication is not universally defined in L, 
but L can always be imbedded in a larger space Lii in which multi-
plication is universally defined. 
If ~ is a normal integral on L, then cp oan be extended to a 
normal integral on a larger space ~ ( <p) in ll, and ~ ( q:>) may be 
regarded as an abstract integral space. A ver-y general fol'Dl of the 
Radon-Nikodym theorem can be proved in ~ ( <p ) , and this can be used to 
give a relatively simple proof of a theorem of Segal giving a necessar-y 
and sufficient condition that the Radon-Nikodym theorem hold in a measure 
space. 
In another application, the multiplication is used to give a re-
presentation of certain Riess spaces aa rings of operators on a Hilbert 
apace. 
Abstract •• • • 
Introduction . . . 
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Introduction. 
A Riesz space (or, vector lattice) is a real linear space L 
(with elements :z:, y, z, ••• ) partially ordered by ~ such that 
(i) x ~ y implies x + z $ y + z for all z e. L. 
{ii) x >,. 0 implies ax>,. 0 for every real number a~ O. 
{iii) L is a lattice under ~ • 
For the basic properties of Riesz spaces we refer to N. Bourbaki ( [2], 
Ch.II), H. Nakano { [10],[11]), or w. A. J. W:xembu:tg and A. c. Zaanen 
( [ 8), Note VI). In particular we recall that the linear structure of 
L forces the lattice structure to be distributive, i.e. if x~ e: L, 
ce. e toi..1 , and sup(x.,.) exists in L, then for any y L we have 
inf( sup{Xoc), y) = sup inf'{xc<, y). 
~ "' 
We recall the usual notations : L+ = \ x E L : x ~ 01, 
x = sup(x, 0) E L+, x .. sup{-x, 0) E L+, \xi = sup(x, -x). If' 
+ -
inf( Ix\, \;yl) = O, then x and y are said to be disjoint, and this 
is denoted by x ..l y. 
The sequence l xn ·: n E: N 1 of' elements of L is increasing if 
and this is denoted by x t .. 
n 
If x t 
n 
and 
x = sup(x ) exists in L, we write x 1' x. An indexed set 
n n 
in L is said to be directed upwards if for every pair « , °"' e { c:(} 
there exists o<'" e. {o< 1 such that ~" sup (xe\, xCI(, ) • Again this is 
denoted by x.t. t , and if 'x • sup(x~) exists in L we write xo. t :z:. 
A linear subspace K of L is called an (order) ideal it x € K 
and l;yl ~ l:z:I implies ye x. X is called a normal subspace if' in 
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addition xa. If' x and xc>t € X implies x e. JC. 
A Riesz space L is called Dedekind complete if' every non-empty 
subset of L which is bounded above has a supremum. L is called 
CT -Dedekind complete if every countable subset of L which ia bounded 
above has a supremum. L is called Archimedean if 0 ~ x, y E. L, 
0 ~ nx ~ y for all n E N implies that x • O. A property implied by 
er-Dedekind completeness and which implies the Archimedean property is 
that for all 0 ~ x, y €. L the element 91lP int(y, nx) exist in L · 
(c.f. [8], example 29.11 in Note IX ). 
In a Riesz space L there is no a priori method of multiplying 
elements together, but it is well known that there exist many represen-
tations of various types of Riesz spaces as f"Unction spaces (c.f. 
D. G. Johnson and J .1. Kist, [6] ), and so it is natural to ask if a 
multiplication can be introduced into a Riesz space corresponding to 
pointwise multiplication of f"Unctions. The answer, as given by 
B. z. Vulih (19], is that this can indeed be done for Dedekind complete 
spaces with a weak order unit, and in addition such a multiplication is 
unique up to a scale factor (determined by the choice of unit). (c.f. 
also E. Hewitt [5] i here will be found references to earlier notes of 
Vulih.) It cannot be e:Xpected that such a multiplication will in 
general be universally defined in L (indeed, this is not even tNe for 
pointwise multiplication in ~(O, 1) ), but Vulih shows that by a 
constNction due to A. G. Pinaker L mq be imbedded as an order 
dense ideal in a larger apace L#; 8Dll .that au.ltiplication mq be 
_,_ 
universall1' defined in LI/. The imbedding of L in L# is in ~ 
ways analogous to the imbedding of a space of integrable :f'unctions, sa:y, 
in the space or measurable :f'unctions. 
Most of the results in part I, dealing w1 th the definition and 
basic properties of multiplication in Riess spaces, are due to Vulih, 
and specific references are not usually given. Many of the proofs, 
how.ever, have been revised and shortened; in particular, theorem 4.2, 
which is new, allows a considerable simplification or theorem 4.,. 
Vulih considers only Dedekind complete spaces, but it is seen in 
section §1 that the basic properties of unitary elements (including 
Freudenthal's important theorem 1.5) depend only on the existence or 
projections into normal subspaces. In addition, theorem 1.6 (a 
strengthened form of the corresponding theorem of Vulih which is 
essentially contained in corollary 1.6.1) allows some remarks about 
multiplication in o--Dedelcind complete spaces. 
Finally, Vulih shows that in a Riesz space L every element has 
an inverse if and only it L = L#, but he does not isolate the implicit 
necessary and sufficient condition P2, which (in its various equivalent 
forms) plays an important role in parts II, III, IV, and v. 
In these later parts II, III, IV, and V, we include references 
in ever"1 case (hopefully) where the result is not new. In part II we 
discuss the definition and properties ot L#. It tums out that 8111' 
positin linear functional defined on all of J/ m.uat have a very 
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simple nature, and so a nom.al integral cp on L cannot in general 
. be extended to a normal integral on all of L11• However, in part III 
we see that <f' , can alwqs be extended to a certain space ~ ( 'P ) 
between L and L#, and ~ ( ~ ) is veey similar to the usual ~ 
integration spaces. In part IV ·we prove a strong form of the Radon-
Nikodym theorem for Rieaz spaces, and in part V we app~ it to prove 
Segal's theorem g.L'Ying a necessaey and sufficient condition for the 
Badon-Nikodym theorem to hold in a measure space. Also in part V 
ve include a discussion of rings of bounded self-adjoint operators on 
a Hilbert space, Tie~ng the r1np of' operators ae Biesss spaces. 
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I MULTIPLICATION IN RIESZ SPACES. 
§1. Units and unitarx elements. 
Let L be a Riesz space which has the property that for 0 ~ x ,y E L, 
sup inf(nx, y) exists in L. We further suppose that L has a (weak 
n 
order) unit, i.e. an element l E. L such that inf(x, 1) > 0 whenever x>O. 
An element e e L is called unitary (with respect to l ) if 
' 
inf(e, 1 - e) = O. We will denote by U(L, 1) • U(L) the set of all 
unitary elements. We agree that e will alvlqs denote a unitary elememt. 
The following theorem shows, among other things, that if L happens 
to be Dedekind complete then U(L) is a complete Boolean algebra. 
Theorem 1.1 (i) If E is an arbitrsry set of unitary elements, then 
E is bounded; and it sup(E) ol' inf(E) exist then they are unitary. 
(ii) If inf(e, e') • O, then e + e' ~ U(L). 
(iii) If e ~ e', then e - e' E U(L). 
(iT) It a and a' arerealnumbers~O,then inf(ae,a'e')-= 
min(a, a')·inf(e, e•). 
Proof (i) If e E U.(L), then clearly 0 ~ e ~ l; hence E is bounded. 
Suppose sup(E) exists. Nov, inf(sup(B), l - sup(E) ) • 
= sup inf(e, l - sup(E)) ~ sup inf(e, 1 - e) • 0; hence sup(E) E: U(L). 
eEE eeE 
The fact that inf(E) is unitary (if it exists) follows by considering 
the set { 1 - e t e e E } • 
(ii) If inf(e, e') • O, then e + •' • sup(e, e•) e U(L). 
(iii) 0 ~ inf(e', l - e) ~ inf(e', 1- e') • O, ao inf(e', 1 - e) • o. 
-6-
'l'heref'ore e - e' • e - e' + inf(e', 1- e) • inf(e, l - e') € U(L). 
(iv) Let •" • inf(e, e•). e", e - e", and •' - e" are pairwi.ae 
' 
disjoint; hence inf'(ae, a'e') • inf(ae" + a(e-e"), a'e" ;+ a'(e'-e")) • 
= inf(ae", a'e") + inf'(ae", a'(e'-e")) + inf(a(e-e"), a'e") + 
+ inf'(a(e-e"), a•(e'-e")) • min(a, a•)e". 
Definition For e:ny x e L we define the characteristic element .Q! ..A 
(or, support .Q! ,&) to be s(x) • &gP inf(nlxl, 1). 
We note that e(x) is alwa.va a unitary element. Indeed, sup int(n\x\, 1) 
n 
is the projection of 1 into (x] , the normal subspace of L generated 
by x, so that s(x)...L (1 - s(x)) (c.f. [8] , Corollary 29.7). 
Alternatively, we miq obsene that 2s(x) .. sup int(n x , 2•1), so that 
n 
inf (2s(x), 1) .. sup inf(n x , 1) • s(x), and hence that inf(s(x), 1-s(x)) 
n: 
• inf(2s(x), 1) - s(x) • o. It is clear that s(x) • 0 it and only if 
x - o. 
~ Vulih [ 19] defines the characteristic element of x to be the 
smallest unitar,y element e for which inf( x , 1 - e) • O, and then 
proves that this is equivalent to the definition given above. In the 
course of this he also shove that s(x) is the smallest unitary element 
e satisfying e ~inf'( x , 1). However, we will not require either of' 
these characterizatione • . 
Theoru 1.2 Let x_~o, o.. £ ~--1 , x • sup(x.1.), y • int(L<.)• Then 
-7-
(i) a(x) = sup a(Xa.)• 
0( 
(ii) a(y) ~ i!f a(x.,), and equality holds if 1 zec\ ia a finite set. 
Proof (i) s(x) = sup inf (nx, 1) • sup inf(sup nx ... , 1) • D D • ~ 
sup sup inf(nx<I(, 1) = sup sup inf(nx ... , 1) • sup a(x,11). n • cl( n ~ a1. 
(ii) Since 0 ~ y ~ x , we haTe s(y) ~ s(x ) fO'l' each <>t E:.{ci.} , 
and hence s(y) ~ int s(x .. ,). For the remaining part, it is sufficient 
to consider the case where ~ zo1) • ix1, x2,. In this case s(y) • 
8}lP inf(~, l) = &gP inf(nx1, nx2, 1) :s ~P inf~t(nx1,l), int(nx2,1)j. 
But 0 ~ int(nxi' 1) 1'n• n • 1,2; hence it follows that s(:r) • 
= inf(&gP inf(nx1, 1), "R~ W(nx2, l~ • inf(a(x1), e(x2)). 
Theorem 1.3 (i) For arbitrar;r z,y E L, inf(\xl, IYI) = 0 if and on~ 
if inf(s(x), s(7)) • o. 
(ii) For arbitrary x,7 EL, a{z +y) ~ sup(s(z), s(y)). Equality 
holds if z,y ~ o. 
Proof (i) · Thia follows immediate~ from theorem l.2(ii) since for 
an;r x E. L x = 0 if and only if' s(x) = o. 
(ii) First ot all, if 0 ~ x ~ 7, then s(y) ~ s(x + y) .S: a(2Y) • 
= s(y), so that s(x + -y:) = s(y). Then for an;r x,y~ O, write x + y • 
int(x, y) ~ &Up(x, y), and the preceeding implies . that a(x + :r) = 
- e(aup(x, 15] a;." aup(s(x), s(y)). In general then e(x + 7) - s_( le+ yl)~ 
~ s(\zl + lyl) = wp(s(lxf), s(lyf}). 
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The next theorem, which will tum out to be very important, is due 
to Freudenthal [4]. The proof given below (a modification or one due 
to Vulih [19] ) depends on the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.4 !st O ~ x e L, a > O, and e • sC<x - al) +l· Then ae ~ x. 
Proof Since s~x - al) J • 's[(a-lx - l) J ' it is sufficient to 
consider the case where a • l. !st x' • inf(x, 1). Then inf'(x', l) • 
= x', and x' - 1 = inf(x, l) ·- 1 • inf(x - 1, 0) • -(x - l)_. Thus 
inr(x•, e) - e • (x• - l) - [inf(x•, l - e) ~ (1 - e)]• -(x - l)_ "'!" 
- [ in:f'(x'' l - e) - (l - eu. But the support of the left side of this 
equation is ~ e, while the support of the right side is ~ (l - e). 
Hence each side is zero, and in particular e • inf(x', e) ~ x' ~ z 
as required. 
Theorem 1.5 If 0 < x e L, then there exists a number a > O and a 
unitary element e > 0 such that 0 < ae ~ z. 
Proof Since L is Archimedean, inf (al) • O, and so there is some 
&>0 
a> 0 such that x 4 al. Thus (z - al)+> OJ hence e • s~x - al)J>o 
and the preceeding lemma implies immediately that ae ~ x. 
For~ real number a, we define •8 (z) to be s~x - al).J. Note 
that •a (x) • s1 (a-
1
x). As a firilt iaportant application of theorem 1.5 
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we have the tollowing theorem. 
Theorem 1.6 Ir O ~ x E L, then x • suP{rar(x) i O r • rational\. 
Proof As a preliminary, we prove that if 0 < be ~ x and 0 <. c < b, 
then e ~ ~c(x). First of all, if a > l and e > O, then 
(ae - l)+ • sup(ae, l) - l = ae + 1 - inf(ae, 1) - 1 = ae - e a(a - l)e, 
and hence s[Cae - i>J= e. Next, if 0< e ~ x and a> 1, then 
s1(u) = s~ax - l)"J ~ s~ae - l)J • e. Finalq, if 0< be~ x and 
-1 b . ( b -1 ) 0 < c < b, then e :S b x and b > 1, so e =E s1 b b x • 
- c - c 
• 8b-c (x). 
Now, by lemma 1.4, asa (x) ~ x for all a~ O. If' x is not the 
required supremum, then there exists z < x such that rs (x) ~ z for 
r 
all r ~ O. But then, by theorem 1.5, there exists r > 0 and e > 0 
such that z + 3re ~ x. Let a• aup{a' i o.::;:: a'e ~ x 1~3r, and let 
r' be such that a ... r ~ r' ~ a. Then · 0 < r'e ~ x and 0 < r < r', 
so by the previous paragraph we have e ~ ~ , (x), .and hence (r' -r)e 
r -r 
~ (r' - r)a , (x) ~ Z• But then (a + r)e = ·(a • 2r)e + 3re ~ 
r -r 
~ (r' - r )e + 3re ~ z + 3re ~ s, contradicting the maximality of a. 
For most of our work we will. not need the full strength of' theorem 1.6, 
but o~ the following iamediate corollar,y • . 
Corollm 1.6,l It o ~ :ir: e L, then x . • aup{ae a o ~ ae ~ x1· 
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~ Corollary 1.6.l is equivalent to the statement that 0 ~ x E. L 
can be attained as the suprem:wa of those finite positive linear combin&W 
tions of unitary elements which are ~ x, · i.e. x = 
• sup { x' s 0 ~ x• • ~ a1 ei ~ :z::}. This follows from the fact that ial 2: a1ei mq be assumed to have disjoint swwnands (in which case 
L aiei • sup(a1ei) ), and the fact that if a eet of elements in a Riess 
space is enlarged by including mprem:was of finite subsets then the two 
sets have the same supremum (if any) e 
§2. Definition and properties of mul tiplie&tion ip spaces Yi th a unit. 
We now suppose that L is a Dedekind complete Riesz apace with a 
weak order unit 1. 
Definition (i) If e, e'eU(L), the product ee' is defined by 
ee' • inf(e, e•). 
(ii) If' x ~ O and y ~ O, the product ry is defined by 
ry ,. sup f abee ' s 0 ~ ae ~ x, 0 ~ be' ~ y 1 if this supl"9111W1l erlsts. 
rr is not defined if the supremum does not exist. 
(iii) In general, the product ry is defined by 
ry • X y - X Y - X y + X y . if all the products OD the right exist. 
of+ +- -+ --
Note In Vulih's original notes (see references in [19] or [5] ), he 
bases the multiplication on a representation of positive elements aa 
transfinite linear coabinat101111 of unitary elements. In [19] he 
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changes the definition to make it depend on a representation or poaitiTe 
elements as supremwna of f'inite linear combinations of unitar;r elements 
(c.f. Note after Corollar,y 1.6.1). More precisely, for x, y ~ O, 
if O ~ x' .. [ a~e>. ~ x and O .Sy' • 2:: ~~ ~ y are tvo finite 
sums, he defines x'y' to be > a>-.bf'e>.e)'• He then defines rr to be ~ 
sup lx'y' t 0 ~ x• ~ x, 0 ~ y' ~ y 1 if this supremum exists. He shove 
that the particular representation of x' as a finite slim does not 
affect the product x 'y' ; and vi th this obsertation it is easy to see 
that his definition of rr coincides with the definition given above, 
for ve may write x' and y' in such a wq that they have disjoint 
summands, so that L: &>.}e>.~ has disjoint smnmands and hence equals 
~~ l &)..b~e>.,.1 • 
In a more recent note \.20] Vullh apparently describes a simplifi-
cation of the multiplication give in (19) , but I have been unable as 
yet to obtain a copy of this note. 
The following properties of the IDlil.tiplication are obviousr 
(1) If rr exists, then yx exists and yx • xy. 
(ii) If x ~ 0 and y ~ 0 and rr exists, then rr ~ O. 
(iii) If rr exists and a is a real number, then (ax)y exists 
and (a.x)y • a(xy-). 
(iv) If 0 ~ x ~ y, 0 ~ 11, and ;yz exists, then u exists and 
xz ~ yz .. 
Theorem 2.1 Let x ~ O, 1'. ~ O, c:t E. {ct} , 1' • aup(y°" ). If %Yee exists 
for each ~ and the eet { rr-} is bounded, then rr exists and rr • 
- 12 -
• sup(xy.,,,). 
Proof First consider the special case where each yCI( is of the fora 
y~ = b.e.,... Suppose O~ae' ~ x and 0 ~be~ 7• Then be • int(be, 7) • 
,. inf( be, sup(bcte .... )) = sup inf( be, bee() = sup(min(b, bct)ee«h hence 
- c:( Cl( 
e • sup(min(l, b/bct)eecc)• 'l'herefore abee' :a ab inf(e', e) = 
OI 
•ab inf(e•, ~(min(l, b/b.)eeCI()) •ab ~p(min(l, b/b .... )e'eea<) • 
• sup(min(b, ba1.)ee«(ae')) ~ sup(ba1,e .... x). Thus ry exists and · ry ~ 
.... Cl( 
~ sup(xb..,ec1,)• 
Now consider the general case. y =- sup f be a 0 ~ be ~ y a1. for some ct.1 a 
hence, by the preceeding, there exists ry ~ 
~ 8!P sup f xbe t 0 ~be~ 7~1 ~ ~p(ry°"). 
hence ry • sup(xyo(). 
Bu.t clearly sup{xy-<) ~ ry; 
a( 
Corollari 2.1,1 Let xcl ~ O, 711. ~ 0, cl. E fo<} , z: • sup(xce), y • sup(7 .... ). 
If Xa7f3 exists for every c<, (3 E: {oe.) ·and the set { ~lfl} is bounded, 
then ry exists and ry • ~(xc1,7~). 
°'> ~ 
The above theorem shows that multiplication is, in sense, continuous. 
Ve will see later (c.t. theorem 10.,) that in tact it enjoys a ver,y 
strong ordel'-continuity property. 
Theorea 2.2 It ry exists, then a{xy) • int(a(z:), e(y)), 
Proof Piret nppoae x, 7 ~ O. Then •(:11') • 
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a s[sup(abee' : O < ae ~ x, 0 <be'~ y)] • 
• sup(a(abee') : 0 < ae ~ x, 0 <.be'~ y) • 
= sup(inf(e, e') : 0 < ae ~ x, 0 <be'~ y) • 
• inf(sup(e 1 0 <. ae ~ x), sup(e' 1 0 <.be'~ y)] .. inf(s(x), s(y)). 
In general, xy • x y - x Y+ - x .LY + x y • By the preoeeding, 
+;+ - "T" .... --
the BWDlllallds are disjoint; hence (xy) • x y + x y , and (xy-)_ :a 
+ + + - -
• x y + x y • Then, by theorem 1.3(11), s(xy) • s( \xyl) • 
+ - - + 
ae s( (xy) + (xy) ) = s(x y ) + s(x y ) + s(x y ) + a(x y ) = 
+ - ++ -- +- -+ 
• O, then ee' + ee" • sup(ee', ee") • sup(inf(e, e•), inf(e, e")) • 
• inf(e, eup(e•, e")) • e(e' + e"). Hence it follows tl;lat e(xy) • 
= s(x+)(s(y+) + s(y_)) + a(x_)(s(y+) + s(y_)) 
• a(x)s(y). 
• (s(x ) + s(x ))a(7) = 
+ -
In the following straightforward but rather long ,jheorea ve gather 
together the basic properties of the multiplication. 
Theorem 2.3 (i) xe always exists, and xl • x and xO • o. 
(ii) If ry exists, and lx' I ~ x and ly'I ~ y, then x'y' exists. 
(iii) If ry and u exist, then x(y + s) exists, and 
x(y + z) • xy + xz. 
(iT) xe • x if' and o~ if' e ~ s(x). 
{v) If xy • 0 then x ..l y, and if x ..l y then xy exists and 
xy. o. 
(vi) It ry, yr.;, and (*1')• all exist, then x(ys) exists and 
- 14 -
x(;yz) • (zy}s. 
(vii) \zy\ • \xi ly\. 
Proof (i) Clearly we may suppose x ~O. Then x = suptae's 0 ~ ae' ~ x} 
::;:. sup{ae'e : 0 ~ ae' ~ x1 .., xe by theorem 2.1. The rest is clear. 
(ii} If O~ae~x~~lx'I~ x and O~be'~ y~.$y, then 
abee' $ zy. Thus supfabee' s 0 ~ ae :E x~, 0 !:: be' S 7~ 1 exists, 
and hence, by definition, Similarly 
x~Y! all exist, so x'y' exists by definition. 
x'v' x'v' and 
+"-' -"+' 
(iii) First suppose that x, y, z ~ O. We can see immediately 
that x(y + s) exists; for y + z ~ 2sup(7, z), and x•sup(y, z) exists 
(in fact equals sup(xy, xz) by theol'811l 2.1), so by part (ii) x(y + z) 
exists. In order to prove x(y + z) • zy + x11 we first prove 
x(ae +be')• xae + xbe'. Since ae +be ' may be written as a disjoint 
sum (namely ae +be'= (a+ b)ee' + a(e - ee') + b(e' - ee') ), we 
may suppose vi thout restriction of generality that e J_ e'. In this case 
. 
x(ae + be') = x•sup(ae, be') = sup(xae, xbe.') • xae + xbe' (since 
xae_L xbe' by theorem 2.2). Then for any x, y, z >,. 0 we baYe 
x(y + z) • :x•aup(ae + be' s 0 ~ ae !Sy, 0 :S. be'~ s) • 
• sup(:xae + xbe' s 0$ ae~ y, O~ be'~ s) • 
- aup(xae s 0 $ ae Sy) + sup(xbe' s 0 ~be'~ z) ... xy- + :xz. 
For general x, 7, z, let 0 ~ u .. y + • - (y + z) • 
+ + + 
• 1 _ + z _ - (y + z) _. ( u · ia ~ 0 because of the lllinimalJ:t)r of the Jordan 
decomposition of an element into ita positive and negative parts.) Then 
by the preoeecling we have xy + xz • 
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- x (y + z ) - x (y + z ) - x (y + z ) + x (y + z ) = 
++ + +- - -+ + -- -
• x ({y + z) + u) - x {(y + z) + u) - x ({y + 11) + u) + x ({y + z) + u) • 
+ + + - - + - -
• x (y + z) · - x (y + z) - x (y + z) + x (y + z) • x(y + z) by 
+ + + - - + - -
definition. 
(iv) If e ~ a(x), then e >,. s(x+). Thus if' 0 < ae' ~ x+' then 
e' ~ s(x+) ~ e, and hence x+• a sup(ae•:e : 0 < ae' ~ x+) • 
• sup(ae' i 0 < ae' ~ x ) = x • Similarly z_e • x_, and hence 
+ +· 
xe • x e - x e = x - x • x. 
+ - + -
Conversely, if xe = x, then s(x) = s(xe) • inf(a(x), e) ~ e. 
(v) If 'z:f • O, then 0 = a(xy) = inf(s(x), s(y)), and hence 
x .l. y by theorem l.3(i). Conversely, suppose x ..L y. 
so 0 • sup(abee' s 0 < ae ~ x+' 0 <be'~ y+) = x y • 
+: + 
'!hen x l._ y , 
+ + 
Similarly 
x+y_, x_y+' and x_y_ all exist and equal O; hence 'z:f exists and 
equals O. 
(vi) In view of part (iii), we mq suppose without restriction of 
generality that x, y ~ o. The result then follows immediately, in view 
of the tact that, by theorem 2.1, ('z:f )z • 
• sup(abcee'e" s 0 ~ ae ~ x, 0 E be'~ y, 0 ~ ce" !S- z). 
(vii) This follows immedi·ately frca parts . (ii) and (iii), in view 
of the tact that ('z:f)+ • x+y+ + x_y_ and (zy)_ • X.J;;_ + x_Y+• 
Corollal'Y 2.3.l If x 4 7• then there erlat e "> 0 and a> 0 Blloh 
that xe ~ ye + ae. 
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Proof' First note that tor a:tJ.'1' z E L, z•e(z+) • z+s(z+) - z_s(z+) • z+• 
Now, if x ~ y, then (x - y)+ O, and hence e • s(Cx :_; y)J > O. 
Then xe - ye= (x - y)e •(x - y)+ )' O, and the result n~ follows immedi-
ately from theorem 1.5. 
Corollm 2.3.2 xe is the projection of x into [ e J. 
Proof It is sufficient to consider the case where x ~ o. Bu.t then 
the projection of x into [e] equals sgp in:f(x, ne) • 
• sgp~nf(xe, ne) + inf(x(l - e), ne)J • &gP inf(xe, ne) • 
.,, sgp inf(xe, n·l) • xe. 
Remark Hewitt has suggested (in [5]) that one might try to weaken the 
condition of Dedekind completeness. The definition of multiplication 
makes sense, o:f course, in any space with a unit, but for the multiplica-
tion to enjoy reasonable properties (such as those expressed in theorems 
2.1, 2.2, and 2.3), it seems that some sort of lattice-completeness is 
necessary. However, in view of the fact (c.f. theorem 1.6) that every 
positive element can be achieved as a su.pemum of a countable set of 
multiples of uni tar,y elements, it can be seen that in a er-Dedekind 
complete space the results of section §2 continue to hold (with some 
modifications, mainl.7 the replacing of acme sets of elements by appropriate 
countable sets - for example, in theorem 2.1). ( c. f. also [ 21] • ) . 
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§3. Powers and roots. 
It is easy to see that in general not eveey element in L has a 
. 2 2 
square. Indeed, if for x, y E L x and y exist, then -xy ensts; 
for (supposing x, y ~ 0) if 0 ~ ae ~ x and 0 E: be' !S y, then abee • ~ 
~ t(a2 + b2 )ee' ~ ta2e + tb2e• ~ ~2 + -br2, so that xy ensts. 
It is also easy to see (e.g. by induction) that if xn does eltist, 
then (x )n and (x )n also eltiat and xn a (x )n + (-l)n(x )n. 
+ - + -
In the other direction we have the following theorem. (An element 
y E L is called an nth root of x if yn ax.) 
Theorem 3.1 For any element x ~ 0 and MY integer n > 0 there 
th 1/n 
exists a unique positive n root x • 
Proof We will prove the theorem for n = 2, and it will be seen that 
the proof easily extends to any n. We have x = sup (as (x)); and tor 
a~O a 
any real number a ~ O, at~ 118%(a, l); hence we may define 
y = sup (ate (x)) ~ sup(:z:, 1). Then x = sup (as (x)) = 
a~O a a>-0 a 
= sup (btcts (x) s a • max(b, c) ) • sup (btctsb(x)s (x) ) (since 
a c b,c ~o b,c~o 
a• max(b, c) implies a (x) • inf(sb(x), s (x)), and this equals y2 by 
a c 
corollary 2.1.1. 
Suppose there also exists ·O~ z ./. y such that 2 z - x. We may 
suppose for definiteness that z ~ y. Then there exists e > 0 and 
a> 0 such that H + ae ~ye. But then xe • y 2e ~ (ze + ae)2 • 
2 2 2 
• s e + 2aze + a e > z e, . ·a contradiction. 
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§4. Invers! elements. 
Definition Let x € L. If there existe y E L such that s(y) ~ s(:x), 
and ry exists and equals s(:x), then 7 is the inverse of x, denoted 
-1 by % • 
We note immediately that the inverse, it it exists, is unique. For 
suppose also 7':x = e(x) and s(y')·~ s(:x); then s(7 - y') ~ e(:x), 
so s(y - y') = inf(s(y - y' ), s(x) J = s((y - y' ):x) a O; i.e. y - y' • o. · 
We also note that s(x-1) = inf(s(x-1), s(x) ) • s(x-1x) • s(x). 
The following remarks are obviousi 
(i) If ry = s(x), then x-1 exists and x-1 • ys(x). 
(ii) It x-1 exists, and a ,I. O, then (axr1 exists and equals 
-1 -1 
a x • 
(iii) If' xy, x-1 , y-1, x-ly-l all .exist, then (xyr1 exists and 
-l -l 
equals :x y • 
(iv) If x-1 exists, and e E U(L),. then (xer1 exists and 
-1 
equals x e. 
Theorem 4.1 (i) It x ~ 0 and x-1 exists, then x-l ~ o. 
(ii) Let x • y + z, where y J.. z. If x-l exists, then y-l and 
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
z exist, and x = y + z • Conversely, if y and z exist, 
then x-1 exists. 
(iii) If x-1 exists, then (x+?-l• (x_)-1, and \x\-1 exist, and 
equal (x-1 ) , (x-1) , and \x-11 respectively. Conversely, if (x r 1 
+ - + 
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and (·_>-1 I \-1 • exist, or if x exists, then -1 x exists. 
Proof (i) s(x) • xx-1 .. x(x-1 ) - x(x-1 ) • Thus s(x) has been written 
+ - i 
as the difference of two disjoint positive elements, and so x(x-1 )_ • o. 
But, since s~x-1)_] ~ a(x-1 ) ~ s(x), this implies sB:it1 )_] • 
,. sG(x-1)J • O, i.e. (x-1 )_ = o. Thus x-l .>,. o. 
(ii) Note that s(y) • s(x)s(y) = x-1xs(y) = x-1 ((y + z)s(y)) • 
= x-1(ys(y)) • x-1y. Thus ,.-l exists (equal to x-1s(y) ). Si.llilarl.y 
-1 
s exists. It is clear that s(y-l + .-1 ) = s(x) and that 
c,.-1 + .-1 )(y + z) • s(x). The converse part is clear. 
(iii) This follows immediately from (i) and (ii). 
In general, not eve1"1' element will have an inverse. HoweTer, we do 
have the following useful criterion. (c.r. also §7.) 
Theorem 4.2 For x ~ O, let S • f y 0 s s(y) ~ s(x), and XT ~ s(x)1 • 
Then x-l exists if and only it aup(S) exiets, and in thia case 
x-
1 
= sup(S). 
Proof First note that S ia not empty, since always O E s. If x-1 
( ) -1 { ) -1 -1 exists, then y e. S implies y • ys y • yxz. ~ e x x • x , so 
sup(S) erlsts. 
Conversely, suppose there exists sup(S) • z. Clearly s(z) ~ e(x), 
and by theorem 2.1 the product xz exists and :u ~ s(x). Suppose 
xz < s(x). Then by theorem 1.5 there exists 0 < e ~ s(x) .and 
l > a > 0 such that n + 2ae ~ s(x), i.e. xsse ~ (1 - 2a)e. Now, 
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since 0 < e ~ s(x), there erlsts 0 < e' ~ e and b' > 0 such that 
b'e' ~ Xo Let b = sup(b" I b"e' ~ x) ~ b' :;> 0. Let C • ab(l - ar1 > 0, 
and note that b(b + c)-l = 1 - a. Now (b + c)e• ~ x, a~ by 
corollary 2.3.1 there exists 0 < e"~ e' 
Therefore (b + c)-1e11x ~ e" ~ 8(:1:), 80 
(b + .ar1e" ~ ze". But then (xe" )(ze") 
such that (b + c)e" ~ xe". 
( )-1 " b + c e E. s, i.e. 
~ (be")((b + c)-1e") = 
(1 - a)e" > (1 - 2a)e" ~ xse", a contradiction. Hence :u • s(x), and 
-1 80 • = x a8 required • 
.As an immediate application of this theol'8Jll we have the following. 
Theorem4.3 Suppose x-1 erlsta, \y;l~lxl,and s(y).s(x). Then 
y-l exists, and \y\-1 ~\x\-1 • 
Proof In view of theorem 4.1, we ma.y suppose y ~ x ~ o. Let 
S = f z ~ 0 s s(z) ~ 8(y), and sy ~ s(y~. If z Es, then sx exists, 
since zy exists, so z = zs(x) = z:u:-l ~ . zyx-l .S s(y )x-l = x-1 • Thus 
sup(S) exists, and hence y-l exists by theorem 4.2. 
To complete the theQrem, we obsene that y-l. y-1a(z) • y-1xx-1~ 
<.. -1 -1 -1 
..._y yx •X • 
§5. Uniqueness of the product, 
The main theorem in this section shows that, once a unit l is 
f'ixed in the Dedekind complete Biesz space L, then ~ multiplication 
with certain natural properties is uniquely detemined by' the Riesz 
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space structure. 
Theorem 5.1 Let xy denote (as usual) the product of' x and y aa 
I" 
defined in §2. Suppose in L another multiplication xf/IT is detined 
'f-Or. some pairs x, y, such thats 
(i) x•l alv~s exists and equals x. 
(ii) If' X*Y exiete, then Y*X exists and equals X*Y• 
(iii) If x•y, (X*Y)*•• and Y*• all exist, then x•(y•z) exists 
and equals (X*y)••· 
(iv) If' X*'T and XH exist, then X•(Y + z) exists and equals 
(v) If X*Y exists, and a is real, then (ax)•y exists and 
equals a(x•y}. 
(vi) If x, y ~ 0 and X*Y exists, then x•y ~ o. 
(vii) If x•y exists, and \x'I ~ x and ly'I ~ y, then x'il)"' 
exists. 
(viii) If :ic ...Ly, then x•y exists and equals O; and if' x•y a 0 
then x l. y. 
Then x•y exists if and only xy exists, and x•y • xy. 
Proof' First, for any e e U( L), e-. exists since 0 ~ e ~ l; and 
e*e • 9*e + H(l - e) :s e•(e + {l - e)) • e•l • e. Next, if e" • inf(e, e') 
tiieD e.e' • [e" + (e - e"~•(e" + (e' - e"~ • 
• &•"'*•" + •"•(•' - e") + (e - e")*8" + (e - e")•(e' - e") • 
• •""" • inf(e, e' ). Row let x ~OJ XH exists aince le I~ l, and 
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:ne "" (xe).e + [x(l - e~•e • (xe)*e = (xe)•e + (xe)•(l - e) = 
· • (xe)*1 = xe. 
Nov suppose x, y >,:. 0 and x•y exists. Then, if 0 ~ ae ~ x and 
0 ~be'$ y, abee' • (ae)•(be') X•Y• Hence there exists xy • 
= sup(abee' 1 0 ~ ae ~ x, 0 ~be'~ y) !:S X•Y• Suppose xy < X*Y• Then 
there exists ae > 0 such that x•y ~ xy + 2ae. Since L is 
Archimedean, thereexists c such that ce f. xe, and hence the:re exists 
O < e' !f e such that ce' ~ xe'. Let d • a/c > O, and let 
b = sup(b' 1 0 ~ b'e' ~ y ). Then be'~ ;y; but (b + d)e' $ y, so 
the:re exists 0 < e" ~ e' such that (b + d)e" > ye". But then 
x(b + d)e" • x•(b + d)e" ~ x•ye" ~ rye" + 2ae" ? xbe" + 2ae", and 
hence xde" ~ 2ae". But xe" ~ ce", so this implies 2ae" ~ dxe" ~ 
~ dee" .. ae", a contradiction. Thus if x, y ~ 0 and X•Y existf, 
then xy exists and ry • X*Y• 
Conversely, suppose x, y ~ 0 and xy exists. Let z .. x + e(x), 
so that z ~ s(x), and hence the:re exists z-l ~ s(x). Clearly yz 
existsJ and since 0 ~ z-l ~ s(x) , there. exists (yz)•z-l = (yz)z-l .. 
• ys(x) = y•s(x). Also z-1.z exists, and equals z-1z = s(x), so 
. (yz)•(z-1*z) exists. But then there exists ((yz)•z-1).z • (y.s(x)).z • 
The theorem now follows illllllediately. 
The uniqueness of multiplication in the theorem above depends 
critically on the unit chosen. In general, two elements which have a 
certain product with respect to one unit will have a different product 
(or none at all) vi th respect to another unit. The next theorem relates 
. multi plication vi th respect to dif'f'erent uni ta. In the course or 1 t 
we will use the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.2 Let 1 and 1' be two uni ts of' L. Then U(L, l') • 
• f 1•e 1 e e U(L, 1)1 (where multiplication ie with respect to l)• 
Proof' e and e' will denote elements of' U(L, l) and U(L, l') 
respectively. First we show that arq element of the form l 'e ia 
unitary with respect to 1-. Thia ia immediate, sinc.e inf'(l'e, l' - l'e) • 
=- l'inf(e, 1 - e) ... o. Conversely, suppose e' E. U(L, l'). Let 
e • s(e') € U(L, 1). e• .is disjoint from l' - e 1i hence l'e. 
• l'e(e•) • [e• + (1• - a•Bs(e•) • e'e(e') • e' as required. 
Theorem 5.3 Let l and 1 1 be unite of' L. Denote the product of 
x and '1 with respect to 1 by ry-, and the product with respect to 
1' b7 x•y. If' xy and x•1 exist• then l' (x.y) =- xy. 
Proof' First note that 1'(ei*92) • l'(l'•i*l'e2) • l'•inf'(l'e1 , l'e2) • 
• l'l'•inf(e1, a2) • (1•e1)(1•e2) • •i•2· Now suppose x, y~O. Then 
· by corollary 1.6.1 JC • sup(aei s 0 !!E aei ~ x) and 
7 • aup(be2 1 O ~ be2 ~ y h hence, by corollary 2.1.1, ry • 
• eup(abei•2 a 0 :S aei ~ x, 0 ~ be2 ~ y) • 
• aup(l' (abei••P I 0 !S aei ~ z, 0 ~ be2 ~ 7) • l' (%*7 ). 
The proof' tor general z, 7 now follows immediately. 
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§6. Property P. 
In thie section we discuss a certain property which a Riesz space 
may possess. We will see later (c.f. section §7) that a 'Dedekind complete 
Riesz space has this property if and only if ever.r two ele•nta have a 
product and every element has an im'erae. We will also see (c.t. section §a) 
that every Dedekind coaplete Riesz space can be ir&bedded aa an order -
dense ideal in a apace having this propert7. 
Definition We list below three properties (called P1, P2, P') which a 
Riess space ~ haves 
P 1 1 There exists a unit l E: L; and a subaet S C L+ tiaa a 
supremum if for every 0 < e € U(L) there exists 0 < e' $ e and a real 
nwaber b such that xe' ~ be' for all x E s. 
P 2 s A subset S c L+ has a supremum it for every 0 < '1' e: L there 
erlats a real number b such that sup int(b;y, x) la b;y. 
:xES 
. + 
P 3 : If the elements of the subset S C L are autuall)r disjoint, 
then sup(S) erlata. 
Theorem 6.1 In a Dedekind complete Rieaz space L, P1 , 2 • and P3 are 
mutually equivalent. 
Proof We will prove P1 =:> P2 ~ P' ~ P1• 
(i) SUppoae P1 holds, and suppose Sc L+ is such that for 
every 0 < 7 E: L there erleta b such that sup inf(b;y, x) la b;y. In 
%£ s . 
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particular if' e > O, there erlsts b BUch that sup W(be, x) < be, 
lC E ~ 
. and hence, by theorem 1.5, there exist · 0 < e' ~ e and . c > O such 
that sup inf(be, x) ~ be - ce'. Then it follows that xe' ~ be' tor 
XE S 
eve-r:r x e S; for if xe' .:i; be', then there erlsts O < 1; e" ~ e' such 
that xe" '>,.be", and then be"> (b - c)e" ~ inf'(be", xe") •be", a 
contradiction. Hence, by P1 , sup(S) exists, and so P2 holds. 
(ii) Suppose P 2 holds, and euppose that S C L+ · is a set of' 
mutually disjoint elements. For 0 <. y €. L, we want to find b BUch 
that sup inf(by, x) ,la by. If y is disjoint from eveey x e StJ then 
xeS 
b = 1 will do, so suppose that for some • E. S, y' = inf(y, z) ::> O. 
Then there exists b such that by' 4 z, i.e. inf(by', z) ,la by', 
and since y• is disjoint from eveey other x e. s, sup inf(by', x) <. by'. 
xE.S 
But then, since y ~ y', sup inf(by, x) <by (tor if equality held, then 
xe.S 
sp inf(by', x) = ~ inf(by', by, x) .. int(by', ~ inf(by, x)) • 
:s inf( by', by) .. by', a contradiction). Hence, by P 2, sup(S) exists, 
and so P3 holds. 
(iii) Suppose that P3 holds. We first show that L then has a 
unit. In fact, let { x.} be a collection of positive elements, maximal 
with respect to the propert7 that its elements are mutually disjoint. By 
propert7 P 3 it follows immediately that l zz sup(x.,,.) exists, and it 
is clear that 1 is a weak order unit (for otherwise there would exist 
x > 0 such that x ..L X..c. for all o. , and then f xo1.} could be enlarged). 
Nov let SC L+ be such that for every O < e e U(L) there exists 
0 < e' ~ e and b such that xe' ~ be' for all x € s. We shall say 
(for the moment) that a set E of' unitaey elements is @dm1asible if' 
1 ts elements are Dllltually diajoint and for each e E: E there exists a8 
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such that xe ~ aee for eveey x E s. I.et A be the collection of 
admissible sets. A ia inductively ordered by inclusion, - ~o there is 
a marlmel admissible set. E
0
, and we can see, by the assumption on S, 
that sup(e s e E: E ) • 1. Now, since E
0 
is admissible, its elements 
0 ' 
are mutually disjoint, so by property P~ there exists y • sup(a es e E.E ). 
J e o 
We can see that y is an upper bound tor S; tor if not, then there is 
an x £ S such that x ~ y, so there exists e • :;:> 0 and b ~ 0 such 
that xe' ~ ye' + be'. But since sup(e : e E. E
0
) • 1, there exists 
a E E0 such that e" •ea' ~ O, and then ye" • ye•e' = aee•e ' ~ xe•e' • 
.. . xe" ~ ye" + be", a contradiction. Thus y is an upper bound tor 
s, and so, since L is Dedekind complete, sup(S) exists. Bence 
P1 holds. 
By virtue of this theorem, ve ~ refer to 81JY or the properties 
P 1 , P 2 , P 3 as simply property P, ao long aa ve are working in a 
Dedekind complete apace. 
§7. Perfect rings and fields. 
We again suppose that L is a Dedekind complete Riesz apace and 
has a unit 1. L is called a perfect ring if the product xy exists 
for every x, y E L. L is called a field it it is a perfect ring 
and, in addition, eTer'T elemen-:t ~ an iDTeree. 
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Theorem 7.1 L is a field if eveey element has an inver~. 
Proof Given x, y E L, we must show xy exists. Let e = s ~l - \xi >J, 
Then \:xel • \x\e ~ e, and hence (:xe)y exists. On the other band, 
l:xl (1 - e) ~ 1 - e, so lxl-1(1 - e) ~ 1 - e_, and hence x-1(1 - e)y-l 
exists, which implies that xy(l - e) •[ :x-1,.-1(1 - e1-l exists. :ait 
then xy = xye + xrh - e) exists. 
Theorem 7.2 L is a field it and only if it has property P. 
Proof' Suppose L la a field. Let S C L+ be a set whose elements 
are mutually disjoint. For each x E. S, (:x + s(x))-l ~ l; hence there 
exists 1 • sup((:x + s(:x))-l s x € S). Now, since each x E. S is 
disjoint from all the other elements of S, we have ys(:x). (:x + s(:x))-1 , 
and hence y-l ~ ,.-1s(x) • x + s(x) ~ x. Thus 7-l is an upper 
bound tor S, so sup(S) exists. Hence property P' holds. 
Conversely, suppose L has property P 1• By theorem 7 .l it is 
sufficient to show that eveey :x € L has an inverse. Clearly it is 
sufficient to show this for every- x > O. ·Let 
S ={ y ~ 0 s s(y) ~ s(:x), and X1 ~ s(x)} C L+, and let 0 <: e E U(L). 
We want to show that there exists 0 < e' ~ e and b euch that ye'~ be' 
for all y e s. Clearly it is sufficient to consider e such that 
es(:x) > o. Then, by theorem 1.5 there exists 0 < •' ~ es(x) and c > O 
-1 
such that ce' ~ xe'. Let .b • c • Then for all 7 E. s, ye' • bcye' • 
• b(ce' }y ~ b(xe' )7 • b(xy )e• ~ bs(x)e' • be'. Therefore, bf property P1 
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sup(S) exists, and hence, b7 theorem 4.2, :z-1 exists. 
Since property P 2 does not refer to any particular Unit of L, 
theorem 7.2 implies that if L has property P, then it is a perfect 
ring under multiplication with respect to &DY unit or L. On the other 
hand, it is not true that it L is a perfect ring under multiplication 
vi th respect to some particular unit then L necessarily has property P 
(c.t. theorem 7.4 below). However, we do have the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.3 L is a perfect ring under multiplication with respect to 
every unit in L it and only i:t L has property P. 
Proof It is sufficient to prove the "only if" part, and to do this 
it is sufficient, b7 theorem 7 .2, to prove that every element 0 ~ x E L 
has an inverse with respect to 1. Let 1' • x + ( 1 - s (x)). Clearly 
l' is a unit of L, eo, denoting multi plication vi th respect to l' b7 
X*Y. and taking lC a y - 1 in theorem 5.,, we have l' (l*l} = l. Thus 
l' has an inverse 1*1 with respect to 1, and so, since x ..L (1 - a(x}), 
x-
1 
exists b7 theorem 4.l(ii). 
In order to state the following simple result, we recall that an 
element l E L is called a strong order unit if for enry x ~ L there 
~xists a number a euoh that \xi~ a•ls clearly any strong order unit 
is a weak order unit. 
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Theorem 7.4 SUppose 1 ia a strong order unit of L. Then 
(i) L ia a perfect ring under multiplication with respect to 1. 
(ii) .L is a field if and only if it is isomorphic to Rn (where 
R is the direct BUil of n copies of the real numbers R). 
n 
Proof (i) This follows immediately from theorem 2.,(ii). 
(ii) , I!-. It ia easy to aee that R • R ED • • • ~ R n is a field with 
(1, . l, ••• , 1) as a strong order unit, and that eve17 element in Rn 
is bounded with respect to (1, 1, ••• , 1). 
Conversely, suppose L is a field. We can see that there are at 
most a finite number of disjoint unitary elements. For if there is an 
infinite sequence ~ek1 of disjoint unitary elements then there exi.ata 
co 
in L an element y • 2: k-1ek • 91P>(e1 + • • • + k-18it) ~ 1, but lc=l 
y does not have an inverse which is bounded with respect to l. Thus 
the boolean algebra U(L, 1) consists of just a finite number n of 
n 
atoms, and hence L ... R~R. 
Note For aey Rieez space · L with unit l, the ideal L
0 
is defined 
by L0 • { x € L a I xi~ a•l for some a} • Theorem 7.4(i) then sa;ys 
that L , considered as a apace in itself, is a perfect ring. 0 . 
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II EXTENSIONS OF RIESZ SPACF.S. 
§a. Pinsker'a extension to spaces with property P. 
Let L be a Dedekind complete Riesz space, not necessarily having 
a unit. In this section we diS°'1SS a constr11ction (due to A. G. Pinsker 
[12], (131) or a space J which will turn out to han property P, and 
into which L may be imbedded as an order dense ideal. Essentially, 
the extension consists in adjoining to L the formal supremuma of' 
subsets S C L+ satistying the conditions of property P2• However, 
it is technically easier to proceed somewhat differently. 
Ve will call a subset X L+ a section it y e X wheneTer 
O ~ y !S x e X and if' X is closed in the sense that f x~1C X and 
x"" :s x e L tor all o1,. implies sup(x~) e X. Let I be the collection 
of sections of L. Define an order in L by :f ~ ? if' X C Y. Denote 
0 • { oJ, so always X ~ o. EYer.r collection ~ X"' 1 of' elements of' 
L has an int and a sup, nameq, inf(X-t) - nxol and sup(Jd) -
the smallest section containing Ux.:,.. For two elements X, Y € L, we 
can see that sup(X, Y) • r sup(x, y) I x E X, 7 E. Y 1 • For a~ 0 
we may define aX • fax s x ~ X 1 , and X + Y is defined by 
X + Y • { x + y i x £ x,_ 7 € Y} • (It is easy to see that these sets are 
indeed sections.) We note that X ~ Y implies X + Z ~ Y + z. 
Lemma 8.1 sup(X + z, Y + z) • sup(X, Y) + z. 
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h:Qgi Firstly, sup(.1, Y) + Z ~ X + Z, and similar~ ~ Y + Z, so 
. sup(X, Y) + Z ~ sup(X + Z, Y + z). On the other hand• sup(X + Z, Y + Z) • 
t sup(x + s, y + • •) s :x c X, y E Y, z, z • E Z} >,. 
~ i sup(:x + s, .Y + z) i :x E X, y e Y, z c Z 1 • 
• {sup(x, y) +sax e X, y E Y, z E: z}- sup(X, Y) + z. 
Imbed L+ ~ L by 0 ~ x ~ l y & 0 ::. y ~ x} • 'l'Jms we mq 
+ -consider L a subset o! L. It is easy to see that the imbedding 
preserves lattice and vector operations. 
For X, Y, Z e: L, it is m!. necessarily true that X + Z • Y + Z 
implies X .. Y. (e.g. consider Z ... L+.) H<*ever, this is true if we 
-restrict ourselves to an appropriate subspace or L as follows. 
We sq that X E L is finite if tor nery 0 < x € L there exists 
b such that bx .f X (i.e. bx 4 x). Let L#+ be the set of finite 
aectiona. We note that 
(i) X ~ YE. L#+ implies XE L#+; 
(ii) L#+ is closed under vector and finite lattice operations; 
(iii) L#+ is closed under bounded supremums (i.e. \x.:} C L#+, 
Xc1. ~ X E L#+ for all o. implies sup(~) € L#+). 
Lemma 8,2 If' X, Y, Z E L/I+ and X .:+ Z • Y + Z, then X • Y. 
Proof Since, by lemma 8.1, sup(X. Y) + Z • sup(X + Z, Y + Z) • 
• X + Z, we lll8;Y' suppose (by replacing Y with sup(X, Y) ) that 1 ~ X. 
Suppose Y > x. Then there exists y & Y such that y f. X9 But then, 
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letting Y* = sup inf(y, x) €. X, we have Y* < y. '.Lb.en,- for any x € X, 
xEX 
. we have x + y - Y* = sup(x, y) + inf(x, y) - Y* ~ sup(x', y) € Y, and 
hence, for any element x + z e: X + Z we have x + z + y - Y* € Y + Z • 
X + z. Bllt then, by induction, x + z + n(y - Y*} E X + Y for all n, 
and this a contradiction since X + Z is a finite section. 
Definition For T ~ Z E L#+, define (Z - Y} to be the smallest 
section containing \ z - y* i z e Z, y* • sup inf(z, y >1 · 
yET 
Lemma 8.3 If X, Y, Z € L#+ and X + Y • Z, then X • (Z - Y}. 
Proof By the previous lemma, it is sufficient to show that (Z - Y) + Y ,. 
• z. Nov, any z e Z can be written z = (z - y*) + Y* e (Z - Y) + Y; 
hence Z E (Z - Y) + Y. Conversely, if z -Y* e (Z -Y) and ye Y, 
then, as before, z - Y* + y • sup{z, y) + inf(z,y} - Y* ~ sup(z, y} E: z. 
But then, since any x e (Z - Y} is a supremum of elements of the form 
z - Y*, it fol love that x + y ~ Z for 8ny x € (Z - Y) and y € Y. 
We now want to show that JI+ ie actually the positive part of a 
Riesz space JI. We define L# to be the set of ordered pairs (X, T) 
of fin! te sections, with the ueual condition that (x, Y) ... (x•, Y') if' 
X + Y' • X' + Y. Vector operations are defined componentvise, and 
order is defined by (X, Y) ~ 0 it X ~ T. Since Y ~ X E LI+ implies 
(X, Y) m (X - Y, O), we 1111q vrite without contusion (X, Y) :s X - Y tor 
eve17 X, Y € LI+. 
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We will uae f, g, h, to denote elements of L#. 
Theorem 8,4 (i} J/ is a Dedekind complete Riesz apace with property P, 
(ii) L ia an orcler - dense ideal in r!. 
(iii) If L baa a unit l, then 1 is also a unit for J!, and 
U(L#, 1) D U(L, 1). 
Proof (i) To show that L# is a Riesz apace, we only' have to show that 
for r, g e JI, aup(f, g) exists. But for f e: L# the sets 
~Xe L#+ a X ~ f 1 and l Y € JI+ 1 Y ~ -f} are non-empty (since, by 
definition f can be written f = X - Y with X >;. o, Y ~ O), and hence 
we mq write f+,. sup(f, o) = inf(X : X ~ (>, X >,. f) e: JI+, and 
r_ • sup(-r, o) = inf(Y 1 Y ~ o, Y>,. -r) e JI+. Then, in the usual 
way' we have sup(t', g} • t(f + g + \t - g\ ), where \ti - t + f • 
+ -
The fact that L# is Dedkind complete follows from the tact that 
L#+ is closed under bounded aupremums, and the fact that it baa property P 
follows immediately from the definition of finite section. 
The remaining parta (ii) and (iii) are clear. 
The next theorem shows that L# is, in a sense, a maximal extension. 
Theorem 8.5 Let L be a DedekiJJd complete Riesz space. Then 
(i) If L baa property P, and is an order dense ideal in an 
Archimedean Rieaz apace E, then L • B. In particular L • LI · it 
L bas property P. 
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(iii) If L is an order dense ideal in a Dedekind complete RieSI& 
space E with property P, then J! • B. In particular~ it LC BC LI, 
then z.# iia. B it E has property P. 
/ 
Proof (i) Let 0 ~ lt e E. The fact that x is then in L follows 
immediately by appl.71ng property P 2 to the set f 7 E L a 0 ~ y ~ x} • 
(ii) 1ollows 1-ediateq from (i) since L# has property P. 
(iii) L C B implies Lii C .rfl • B; hence L C LI C B. :&at since 
L is order dense in B, Lii is also order dense in B, _and hence, by (i), 
I 
.t • B. 
§9. Definition of lllLll. tiplication in spaces vi thOllt unit, 
Let L be a Dedekind complete Biesz space, not neceasaril.y having a 
unit. Its extension JI does have a unit however, and in fact, by 
theorem 7 .2, multiplication in L# vi th respect to this unit is universalq 
defined. 'We can use this to induce .a multi plication in L by s¢nga 
for x, 7 E L, if z:r (which exists in L# ) is in L, then the 
product o-r x and y is defined and equals ry. 
It is easy to verify that the multiplication thus defined in L 
satieties all the properties described in theorem 5.1 (except, of course, 
part (i) ). In particular, part (vii) is ·satisfied since L is an 
ideal in .J!. 
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Remark The same multiplication could be defined in L without reference 
. to LI by considering L as the Riesz direct sum of the disjoint normal 
subspaces [xd.} where t x.,(} is a collection of positive elements of L 
maximal with respect to the property ot having its elements mutual]Jr 
disjoint (c.t. (a], p. 111 in Note VIII )_. Each component [ x.J 
has a unit (name]Jr %..() t so JllUl. ti plication can be defined in each r ~. 
and then multiplication can be detined in L componentwise. 
§10. Order-continuity of the product. 
Let L be a Dedekind complete Riesz space with a unit. Recall 
that if ~xa11• -="£fo<}, isa net in L, then fxci.} is said to 
order converge to x (written (o) - lim(x ) .. x ) if inf sup(Xc,c) • 
(?. <><~~ 
= sup inf(~) • x. Vulih [19] derives the following criterion for 
~ ol."'f-' 
convergence to 0 trom the work of Steen LlB]. 
Theorem 10.1 (o)-lill(xck) • 0 if' and only if there exists z e L and 
~ e ~ot} such that \x.(\~ z tor all c(~ 't , and for f!Yeey a> O and 
0 < e e U(L) there exists 0 < e' ~ e and ~ ~ {c1.} such that 
I %..t e' I :=. ae 9 for all o< ~ (3 .. 
Pi'oof' SUppose (o)-lim(~) • o. Then, firstly, for some ~, sup(I x«l) 
o( >,. lf 
must erlst1 and second]Jr, for arq' a "> 0 and e > 0 there must exist 
(1 such that ~(Ix.I) t ae. But then there enets 0 < e' ~ e such 
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that (eup(\x ... I )e• ~ ae', and so eup(\x.e'I) ~ ae', 
~~~ -~~ 
= eup(lx~le) = (sup(\x-<l)e, by theorem 2.1. 
9'"-(3 e('7,p 
since sup( I xoeel) ,. 
o<~(& 
Conversely, suppose I x-< I ~ z tor all o< ~ ¥ , but { x"'} does 
not converge to o. Then inf' sup(\xoe\) ,. O, so there exists a> 0 and 
ra o1.,,fl 
e > 0 such that inf' sup(\x.cl) >,.. 2ae. Hence for any 0 < e' ~ e and 
~ °'""-13 
any ~' sup(\x.te'\) .. (sup(\Xc(l)e' 3 2ae' > ae', contradicting the 
.. , ... p o(,?~ 
second part of the criterion. 
(Note i The uniform boundedness part of the above crierion is 
necessary to insure the existence of int sup(\x~l).) 
. (3 °'~~ 
In the next theorem we demonstrate a continuity propertT in JI, and 
deduce as a corollary a similar continuity property in L. The theorem 
depends on the f olloving lemma. 
Lemma 10.? Suppose f f..c' is a net in r! and (o)-lia(~) :a O. Then 
for any g E L11 , (o)-lim('«g) • O. 
Proof We apply the criterion of the preceeding theorem. For the 
uniform boundedness we simply note that sup( \~gl) • (eu~( \f-. I) \gl. 
o(~~ o{?~ 
Next, for a> 0 and e > 0 there exists 0 < e• ~ e and b > 0 such 
that lee'! < be', and then there exists 0 <: e" ~ e' and (3 such 
that \ :fo( e" l ~ ab-le" for cl~ (?, • But then, for oc ;:._, (3 . we have 
\fol ge" \ -= If~ •"l \ se" I ~ ae", aa required. 
Theorem 10.3 Let ~ f ci( 1 and { goe} be two nets in L# indexed b7 the 
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same directed set {o1.) • It (o)-lim(to1) = f and (o)-iim(gd.) .. g, 
then . (o)-lim(f"g..t) = fg. 
Proof \f'c1.g.,,_ - f'g\ • \to(.go<. - f°"g + t.,,,g - fg\ ~ 
~ \re(\ \gc1.. - g\ + \g\ \rol - r\ ~ (sup( \to(I )l&.t - g\ + \ g\l to( - r \. 
Now, each term ot the right side converges to 0 by the preceeding lemma, 
and hence their sum does; .eo the left side also converges to 0 as 
required. 
Corollary 10.3.l Let f Xa1.J and lYcl(} be two nets in L indexed 
by the same directed set. Suppose (o)-lim(%,;,() = x, (o)-lim(y°") = y, 
z..tYol erlsts f'or each o( , and there erlsts • E L such that \~~I ~ z 
for all o{ • Then the product rr exists in L, and (o)-lim(~yo_) .., 'XY• 
Proof The tact that the products 1'.o(Yc:A. are uniformly bounded implies 
that inf SUP-(~Yo1) and sup inf(x41tyot) both erlst in L. The theorea 
~ ~~~ ~ ~~r 
implies that they are both equal to rr c" €:Ji), which must then also 
be in L. 
Remark Corollary 10.3.1 can be proved directly without referring to 
L# (indeed Vulih does this in [19] ) • . However, technical difficulties 
then are encountered since Jll8D3' of the products used in the proofs ot 
lemma 10.2 and theorem 10., wq not exist in L. 
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§11. Positive linear functionals on spaces with property P. 
In this section we will see that ~ spaces with property P baTe 
positive linear functionals of only verir special types. In this respect 
they behave veey much like spaces of all real-valued functions on a 
given set (c.f. [a], example 20.a in Note VI, and example 27.3(111) 
in Note VIII ) • 
Recall that a positive linear functional <p on L is called an 
integral if O~ xn-1- O implies <p(xn) ~ O (c.f. [e], §20. in 
Note VI ). 
Theorem 11,l Let L be a Dedekind complete Riesz space with property P, 
Then any positive linear functional cp on L is an integral. 
Proof By normalization we may suppose that <p(l) ~ 1 (it may be zero). 
Let 0 ~ xn ,i (>, and suppose q>(xn) ~ O. By multiplying each xn by 
a suitable fixed constant, we may assume that cp(xn) ~ 2 for all n. 
Define yn = (xn - l)+' and note that y.11 ~ 0 and <f> (y11) ::;:. <p(x11 - 1) • 
• q> (xn) - cp (l) ~ 2 - 1 = 1. 
Now, for every e > 0 there exists, by theorem 10.l, 0 < e' ~ e 
and B such that x e' ~ ie' for all n ~Ra hence y e' • 0 for 
n n n 
n ~ N. But then, letting S • 5' z 1 0 ~ z = ~ yk' n = 1, 2, ••• l. , l n n k=l ·~ 
we can see (taking account of property P1 ) that sup(S) exists. It then 
n 
follows that for everir n 'P (sup(S)) ~ q> (s ) - er ( E 7 ) -
n Jc-1 k 
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= ~ <p (yk) >,. n, a contradiction since q> (sup(S)) must be finite. 
k:al 
Lemma .11.2 Let L be a Dedekind complete Biesz space with a unit 1, 
and q:> a non-negative integral on L which ia not identicall.7 zero. 
Then ~(l) > O. 
Prgof' For some 0 < x € L we have <p (x) > o. By oorollaey 1.6.2, 
inf(x, n•l) 'l'n x; so for some n (f (int(x, n•l)) > o. Then q> (1) • 
• n-1f {. n•~) ~ n-1 cp(inf(x, n•l)) > o. 
If L is a Riesz space with a unit l, then by a decomposition ot 
··· !t E U(L) we mean a collection { eo1~• o<. E {.o<}, of unitary elements 
such that •c1. "> 0 for all o<. E. f o(} , •..c.J_ ep for ol. If-. , and 
sup(ee1) :a: e. The cardinal of the index set {o1.3 is called the cardinal . 
of the decomposition. 
Recall that a set X is said to have a measurable cardinal if 
there exists a countably additive measure '\I on the collection of all 
subsets of X such that ~ (X) • 1 and 'J (F) :a: 0 for every finite 
subset F of X. If such a measure '\I does not exist, then X is 
said to have a non-measurable cardinal (c.r. [a], p.697 in Bote VII ). 
Recall that a poeitiTe linear functional. <"p on L is said to be 
a normal integral if 0 ~ x. -l- 0 iapµea inf' 'P (x..i) • O for every 
set {x.,,.1 directed downwards to zero (c.t. [a], §27. in Note VIII ). 
TheQrem 11.3 Let L be a Dedekind caaplete Bieas apace with property P, 
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and suppose that every decomposition ot 1 has a non-measurable cardinal. • 
. Then every positive linear functional " on L ia concentrated on a 
finite number of atoms ot U(L, l), and consequently is a normal integral. 
Proof By theorem 11.l we ~ assume that rp is an integral; and we 
mq as well assume that '(' is not identically zero, so that by lemma 11.2 
<p (1) > o. 
Let A be the family of collections ~ ec1. ~ of mutually disjoint uni tar,y 
elements such that Cf (eco1.) • O. A is inductively ordered by inclusion, 
so there is a maximal such collection D. Let e' = eup(e 1 e ~ D). 
We can see that rp (e') = O, for otherwise q:> would induce a non-zero 
measure on the cardinal of D which is zero on finite subsets, whereas 
by assumption D has non-measurable cardinal. It follows, by lemma 11.2, 
that <p is zero on the normal subspace generated by e'. 
Thus cp (1 - e') • <p (1) > o, so 1 - e' :> 0 and cp is concentrated 
on [1 - e~. If 1 - e ' is an atom we are done; if it is not, then 
1 t can be decomposed into two parts, and rp must be greater than zero 
on each of them or else D could be enlarged. If one of these parts 
is not an atom then 1 t can be further decomposed, and again rp must be 
greater than zero on each of the parts; etc. This process of decom-
position must stop after a finite number or steps, for property P3 
makes it impossible to have an infinite number of mutually disjoint 
elements on each of which ?' is greater than zero. 
Thus l - e f decomposes into a finite number ot atoms, and cp is 
concentrated on them. 
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III ABSTRACT INTEGRAL SPACF.S. 
§12. Extension of cp to L#+, 
Let L be Riesz space (Dedekind complete), not necessarily having 
a unit. Let cp be a non-negative normal integral on L. (Hereafter, 
all integrals will be non-negative, so we will not always mention this 
explicitly in the :f'Uture.) As usual, x, y, z, will denote elements of 
L and f, g, h, will denote elements of L#. 
We define a new functional <pll on. LI/+ as ~ollowsr. for 
o ~ t e L#+ define <pll(f) = sup(cp(x) s x € L, o ~ :ic ~ f). cpll(t) may 
equal + oo , but for O ~ :ic €. L /!x) = <p(:ic). 
Theorem 12.1 (c.f. [a], theorem 30.6 in Note IX ) If O ~fol 't' f E: Lii+, 
then cf er> a sup c/<ro.>. 
Proof Assume first that /Cf)< oo. Then, given E > O, there exists 
x e L such that c.p#(f) ~ q> (x) + €,. let Xc1. = inf(f°"' x) ~ t«. xo< E. L 
and xoc1 x, so <p(x.i.) 1' cp(x). Then sup /Cfet.) + E ~</Ct). 
If #(f) • co P then for any N there exists x ~ f such that 
q:>{x) > N. Nov, inf'(x, r.-) 'I' x, so sup /<r._) ~ q:>(x) ~ N. Hence 
/C!.J.) 'tco. 
Theorem 12.2 <f,I is a positive linear functional on Lii+, and is 
strictly positive if rp is strictl.1' positive. 
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Proof We on)Jr need to verify that <pl is additive. Let f, g e: rf+ • 
. Every z e L+, 11 .!f r + g can be vri tten z = x + y with t :;::. x E: L+ 
and g ~ y E: L+, and so c./1<r + g) • sup(cp(x + y}s o ~ x !St, O ~ 1 s. g) • 
= sup(cp(x) : O ~ x ~ f) + sup(<p(y) : O ~ y ~ g} = c/<r) + /Cg). 
Since <p# is an extension ot cp, we mq (when confusion does not 
# 
result) vri te cp for cp • 
§13. ~(<p, L) and ~(W, L). 
We continue to su.ppoae that L is a Dedekind complete Biess space 
with a nomal integral <p. Let us suppose tor the moment that <p is 
strictly positive. 
Def'ini ti on (i) If <p is strict)Jr positive, then ~ ( <p , L) • ~ ( cp) • 
Li • l f € JI 1 cp ( If I ) < oo 1 (where we are vri ting cp for <p II), 
(ii) A norm ia defined on ~ (<p) 'bJ' l\r\11 = Cf (\fl), (This is a 
norm rather than a semi.norm aince rp is strict)Jr positin.) 
(iii) <p ia extended to all of ~ ( q>) by defining cp (f) • 
cp(t+) - cp(r_). 
We note that ~ is an ideal in JI, and that, 'bJ' theorems 12.1 
and 12.2, Cf (i.e. <p#) is a atrict)Jr poai ti Te normal integral on ~. 
'l'he next theorem 18 the key to shoring that ~ ( cp) (and later 
L2(cp) ) is complete. 
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Theorem 13.1 It 0 ~ · fo. t €. 1'J. C<p) and sup\\tJl 1 ~ et:> , then there 
. exists sup(fo.) E: ~ ( ~ ). 
Proof P.irst ve use property P 2 to 8hov that there exists sup ( f d..) E Lii. 
I.et O < g e Lii, and suppose that for every b sup inf(bg, to() • bg • 
... 
Then b <f (g) • cp(bg) = <p (sup inf(bg, fc1.)) • sup cn(inf(bg, fc1,)) ~ 
cl. o(. T 
.!S sup <f(fo<.) ~ <::P. But since cp{g) > O, this cannot be true tor every 
·d.. 
b, i.e. there must exist b such that S:P inf{bg, fc1,.) ~ bg. Bllt then 
since r! has property P 2, there exists t • sup{fe1.) E JI. 
Then to show t E Li ( cp ), we only have to notice that, by theorem 12.l~ 
er ( t) 111 sup Cf' ( fet ) c:. 00 • 
Corollar;r 13.l.l 1'J. ( ~) is complete {in the norm \\•\11). 
Proof Suppose 0 ~ fn ~ e 1'J.• and sup\\rn\\1 "'- oo • Then the theorem 
implies that aup(tn) exists in L_i. But this is exact~ the criterion 
of Amemiya (1] that a normed Riesz spa~e be complete. (c.f. also \.a] 
theorem 5.3 in Note II, and theorem 26.3 in Note VIII.) 
Suppose now that cp is~ strictly positive. Decompose 
L = Ccp GB N" (where Ney is the null ideal of cp , and C<¥ = N* is the 
carrier or support of cp ; c.f. [a], pp 107 - 100 in Note VIII.) This 
decomposition induces a decomposition ~ = ~'I ~' for ~ and ~ 
are disjoint normal subspaces of l 1, , and since ~ + ~ has property P3 
and L • c11 + liq, C ( + n! c LI, theorem a.5(111) implies Lii • ~ + i¢. 
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cp is strictly positive on c~, ao we ~ define L_i (cp, L) in general 
. to be ~ (Cf , c,). B7 an abuse ot language we will sometimes sq that 
f € ~ ( cp, L) it the component of f in ~ is in 1i, ( <:e, Cqo ). 
Definition 
It is easy to see that L2 is an ideal in Lii; for 
(i) t e L2 implies af e L2; 
(ii) Cr + g)2 = r2 + g2 + 2rg ~ 2(r2 + g2), so cp ((f + t)2 ) ~ 
~ 2( cp(r2) + cp(g2)}, and . hence t, g E L2 implies (f + g) € L2; 
(iii) \fl~ I gl and g e L2 implies <p(f2 ) ~ q:>(g2)< oo , so that 
t € L2• 
Now, fg ~ t(r2 + g2), so for f, g E L2, \cp(fg)\ ~ t(cp(r2) +q>(g2)) 
and this is <. oo • Hence we may define in L2 an inner product 
(r, g) • q:>{tg}, and a norm \\t\12 - (t, r)t -(cpcr2~t = \\r2llt. 
(\\•\\ 2 is a no:m rather than a semi.norm since l\rl~ • O implies cp(r2) :a O, 
so that r2 • 0 and hence t • o.) Note that f E L2 if and only if 
f
2 
E ~· 
For the proof of the next theorem we will use the following lemma. 
Lemma 13.2 It o ~ t E JI and r2 t g, then o ~ r t ,# e L#. 
n n n 
Proof f ~ wp(r2, 1) ~ sup(g, l)s hence there exists 0 ~ h • sup(f' ). 
n n n 
Then g • sup{t2) • h2, by theo:rem 10.3, so by the uniqueness of positive D . . 
square roots we have h • ~ as required. 
\ 
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Theorem 13.3 L2( q>) ia a Hilbert apace. 
Proof We only have to prove that L2 is complete in the norm. I\ .\\2• 
Suppose O ~ fn t E L2 and sup\\rn\\2 ...::.oo. Then 0 ~ t'! t ~ Li and 
sup\\r!\~. sup\\rJ\~ 4-.oo, so by thoerem 13.l there exists g • sup(r!) e Li. 
But then, by the preceed.ing lemma, ~here exists sup(fn) • ,# £ L2• 
'l'hua.. by .Ameaiya•s theorem [1], L2 is complete. 
The next theorem will be usetul later on (c.t. the.orem 17.J). 
Recall that if L baa a unit 1, then L0 = f x E L t Ix\ ~ a• l tor some a1. 
Theorem 13.4 If L has a unit, then L
0 
is norm dense in ~ ( cp) and 
L2( Cf). 
Proof Consider first L2(c:p ). Since L0 contains all elements ot the 
form ae, L
0 
is order dense in JI. Suppose t e L2• Given € > 0 
we want to find . x e L
0 
such that l\f - x\\2 ~ E. • It is sufficient to con.; 
sider the case where f;:?:. O. Then t .. sup(x : x E L , 0 :S x ~ :r), and 
0 
hence ~ • sup(x2 : x € L , 0 ~ x ~ f ). But then, by theorem 12.1, 
0 
cp(f2) = sup(cp (x2) & x € L , 0 ~ x ~ f), and hence there exists :x: £ L , 
0 0 
0 ~ x ~ t, such that Cf (t2)~ <p(x2) + £2/2, i.e. l\r\I~ - llx\\~ ~ !/2 • . 
Now, f ~ x ~ 0 implies t + x .>;. 2x, so Ur+ xi\~~ 4~~~. Then, by the 
parallelogram law, \\r - x\\~ • 21\r\I~ + 21\Ell~ - \\t + x\\~ ~ 
~ 2\lrl~ + 2llxl~ - 41\xl~ • 2(1lrl~ - llx/~)~ Ef as required. 
The fact that L
0 
ie no:m dense in Li follows b7 a aillilar wt 
easier argwaent. 
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IV THI BADON-NIXODYM THEOREM. 
§14. Absolute continuity. 
Let 'f' be a normal integral on the Dedekind complete Biesz eapce L, 
and let 'f be a normal integral on some Biess subspace B C JI. Then 
'¥ is said to be absolute1y continuous vi th respect to cp if 
1i_ ( lfl) ~ N If' is order dense in LIJ, and, f'or 0 ~ f' E. Lii, cp (r) • O 
implies ~ (r) .. o. 
Note Requiring that 1i_ (If' ) ~ N'I" be dense in L# is equivalent to 
the more usual condition (c.r • . (2'31, p.134 ) that cp and ~ be 
initially defined on the same space, 'for we miq regard 
(Ll ( cp) E9 Ncp ) n <1i (IV) @N, ) as the initial domain of cp and If • 
and this is order dense in L/f. 
Theorem 14.l Let cp be a normal integrai on L, and let O ~ g ~ Lii. 
Define \¥ on JI+ b7 If (f) • <p (fg) for all o ~ re L#+, and then 
on some Riesz subspace EC LI b7 lp(t) • 1f (f +) -- . 'VC:f_) whenever 
If (t ) and If (r ) are finite. Then lp is a normal integral absolutely + - . . 
continuous lfi th respect to cp • 
Proof' Since 'f is normal and lllllltiplication is (o)-continuous, If' is 
a normal integral on 1i_ ( If' ) @ B.,, • ft €. LI s 'f' (I fl ) ~ oo f •· 
Next, if cp (f') = 0 then t E i¢ • ("'ft and hence tg E (c:).J.. • 
• -:. i.e. IP (r) • <f (tg) • o •. 
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Finally, we must show that, given 0 < f e L#, there exists 
0 < h E Li ( 'f') Ql Nlfl such that h ~ f. But it f' > O, then there exist 
e '> O, a "> O, and 0 ~ b < 00 such that 0 < ae ~ t and ge ~ be. It 
follows that lf' (ae) • tp (aeg) ~ <p(abe) ~ bcp (f) < oo • and hence ae 
ia the required element in ~ ( 'V ) Ci> N'f'. 
The converse of this theorem will be the subject ot the next section. 
§15. The Radon-Nikod.ym theorem. 
In this section we prove a very general form of' the Radon-Nikodym 
theorem (c.r. theorem 15.2). But first we prove a special case. (The 
proot parallels very closely that given in [ 2:5] for measure spaces.) 
Theorem 15.1 Let L be a Dedekind complete Riesz space with a unit 1. 
Let cp be a strictly positive normal integru on L, and let O ~ tp 
be any normal integral on Lo Then there exists a unique 0 6 g €. L_i, ( cp ) 
such that t € Li ( \f') if' and only if tg € Li ( cp ); and Y' (f') • Cf (f'g) 
for every t e. Li (If). 
Proof' (i) Define w on L ~ w • cp + qi • w is clearly a strictly 
positive normal integral on L. We must verify that v./I. <pll + If#. 
For o~ t £ L11, { cp +If )#(r) • sup((q> +'fl ){x) 1 o~ x ~ t) • 
• sup( cp (x) + <y(x) 1 0 :::. x ~ t) .:$ cp1C:r) • ir1Ct). . On the other hand, 
o~ x, y ~t implies •. sup(x, 7):s r, thus cp(x) + 41(,-)~ Ccp+'l'H•>. · 
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so cp*(r) + t/Cr) • sup(cp (x) + cp(y) s o s x, y ~ r) !S 
. .!:: sup( ( cp + o/ )(z) t O !:: z ~ 1') • ( cp + lf' >*Cr). Since, then, 
J • cp I + '¥#, we will henceforth omit the /1 on Cf , \jl, w • 
(ii) Consider the Hilbert space ~(w). For f ~ L2(w) we have 
\iv(r)I ~ lV(l1'/)~ w(lfl) • (\rl, l)!:: l\rll2 11111 2 by the Schwarz inequality. 
Thus \\! is a bounded linear 1'1nctional on ~ ( w), and so there exists 
h E: L2{w) such that 1¥(t) • (f', h) • tu(t1l) for all t € L2(w). 
(iii) Ve prove now several facts about h. First of all, h >- O 
(tor, taking t ::s s{h_) in the aboYe we have 0 ~ \l'(s(h_)) • c.v{s{h_)h) • · 
- w (-h_) s o, and hence h = o). 
Secondly, s ~l - h)J ... l. For if not~ then there exists e > O 
such that e..L s[C1 - h)~, and then e - he= {l - h)e ~ O, i.e. 
he~ e. But then lp {e) • w(eh) ~ w {e) • cp (e) + 4' (e) ~ <f (e); 
hence equality holds throughout, and so cp (e) • O, a contradiction since 
<p is strictly positiTe. Hote that it follows immediately from 
s ~l - h)J a l that l - h • (l - h)+ >,. o, i.e. h ~ l; but this is a 
weaker statement. 
:Next ve use property P1 to show that there exists in If/ 
O ~ g = f, hn = 8Rp(h + ••• + hn). For e > 0 we have e .:=: s~l - h)J 
n:-1 
by the preceeding; hence there exists 0 < e' ~ e and l > a '"> O such 
that ae' E (1 - h) e' • (1 - h)e' ""e' - he', i.e. 0 ~he'~ (1 - a)e•. 
+ 
Then, for ne:ry n , hne' ::. {l - a)ne', and hence he' + • • • + hne' ~ Ke', 
where K = E (l - a)k. Therefore 8HP{h + • • • + hn)e' ~ ICe', and 
~l ~ n #+ hence, by property P1 , there exists g • L.J h e 1' • Note that the 
preceedin8 implies hn ~ o. 
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# n k (iv) For Bey 0 ~ r €. Ii • the preceeding shows that f E h t tg, 
n k I lo=! 
so lim cp(r 2-:::! h ) • cp (rg}; and also f:b.n ~ o, so lim 4'(f'h ) • o 
n + "° lc.l n~"" 
for every 0 ~ t e. L1 ( 4J ). H011., we have l}'(f) = w(fh) for all 
f e. L2( w ); but since L2( w) is order dense in L# and h ~ O, this 
implies that in fact ~ (f) = w(fb) tor all 0 ::: t e. Lii+. Thus for 
every O .:!f r e. ~ ( 'V) ve have 4' (r) • c.o(t:b.) z: cp (ib) + lf' (th) "" 
q>(ib) + tQ (f'h2) - cp (ib) + cp(ib2) + 4'(fb2) = •••• 
• cp(r ~ hk) + qi(fhn) ~ cp(rg). Therefore 41(r) = <p(fg) for 
k=l 
every 0 5 f e. ~ ( 't' ) , and hence the eame equation holds for every 
O~fe.L#. 
The equation also shows that f € 1i ( '\I ) if and only if fg €. ~ ( <p ) , 
and in particular, taking f = l, we see that g E. I;, ( <p ). 
(v) Finally, we show that g is unique. Suppose there also erlsta 
g' such that Qi (f) • cp (fg') for t e. I;, ( ~ ). Let e = s ~g - g' >J· 
Then <p (eg') • 4'(e) zr cp(eg), so 0 • <p (ge - g'e) • cp ((g - g' )e) zr 
cp((g - g')+)' and hence (g - g')+ • O, i.e. g ~ g'. Similarly 
g' ~ g, and hence g' • g.· 
Theorem 15.2 Let L be a Dedekind complete Riesz space, cp a (non-
negative) normal integral on L~ and If' a (non-negative) normal integral 
abeolute]3 continuous wi ~h respect to rp • Fix a unit l €. JI. Then 
there exists an element 0 ~ g €. L# such that t E: ~ (If) . if and o~ 
if fg e. ~ ( cp ), and 4' (r) • cp (fg) tor uery r E 1i ( ty ). g is 
unique in the sense tbat ,ita component in ~ is uniquel.7 determined. 
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Proof Write L • C<f EP ~· <p is zero on ~· so by absolute continuity 
4' is also zero on Nf, i.e. we mq consider 4' simply as a normal 
integral on c,. And c:p is strictly positive on c,,. 
The element g that we require depends on the particular unit 
chosen tor r!, but theorem 5.3 (giving the foimula tor change of units) 
shows that it the theorem is true tor any unit then :l.t is true for every 
unit. Consequently we mq let fxdJ be a maximal collection of mutually 
disjoint positive elements of c,, and take sup(xel() as a unit for C:· 
We have Cqi - u~ (x~ and ~ = UQ)[x.a' (where U@ [xoe] 
denotes the Riess direct SUDl of the [ xJ, i.e. the smallest normal sub-
space of C~ containing all the [~1· c.f. [a1, p.111 in Note VIII.) 
For each d. , [xoe] . is a Dedekind complete Riesz space with a unit Xor,, 
and on [x.0 cp acts as a strictly positive normal integral. Thus, by 
theorem 15.l there exists a unique 0 ~ ~ E. [ ::r.J# . such that 4J (fc<) • 
• cp(t ~) for every 0 ~ f E [ ~1'· 
Let 0 $ g ... sup(~) € C:· (Such an element exists since C:, has 
property P 3.) For any 0 ~ f E ~ (whose component in [ xo<l is ~), 
the component of fg in [xJ is foe~• for (fg}oi."" f~ = (f::r.}{~) • 
=fo.g"'. Blltt~en 4J(f)• ~o/(~) • l:cp(~&i_) = L:;cp[<fg)J • 
~ ~ « 
= cp (fg). The theorem now follows immediately; in particular the 
uniqueness of g follows froa the uniqueness of eaoh L• 
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V APPLICATIONS 
§16. Segal's theorem, 
It is interesting to note that in theorem 15.2 no condition such as 
cr-fini teness is required. In this section we use this fact to examine 
the Radon-Nikodym theorem for measure spaces. In particular we give a 
relatively simple proof of the theorem of Segal [17] which gives a 
necessary and sufficient condition that the Radon-Nikodym hold in a given 
measure space. (The Radon-Nikodym theorem is said to hold in a given 
measure space (X, s, _µ) if, for any integral tp absolutely continuous 
with respect to the integral f·dp there exists a )'-unique measurable 
function g such that ljl(f) = ~g ~ for every '/'-integrable r.) 
Briefly, our proof will proceed in the following steps : 
(i) Given the measure space (X, S, f' ) vi th no purely infinite 
sets, consider the measure algebra (B,µ) of measurable sets modulo 
null sets. )A is said to be localizable if B is complete as a lattice. 
(ii) The space L = L1 (X, S, µ ) of integrable f'unctions modulo null 
f'unctions is a Dedekind complete Riesz space with a strictly positive 
normal integral cp (f'll') a Jf dj-t (where f* denotes the class of 
f'unctions equivalent to f a.e. )~ 
(iii) Imbed L C LI, and pick a unit l E .JI corresponding to 1 x• 
Consider the complete Boolean algebra U(L1, 1). 
(iv) There exists a measure-preserring Boolean-algebra-isomorphism 
ot B into U(L#), which is onto if and ~ if p is localizable. 
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(v) The isomorphism of (iv) generates an isomorphism p* ot 
. M (equivalence classes of measurable :f\mctions) into L# which maps 
~ (X, S,p) On.to 1i (cp, L). p* preserves the multiplicative structure. 
(vi) p * maps M onto JI it and onlY if j.J is localizable. 
(vii) It follows from (rt) that the Badon-Nik~ theorem holds 
in (X, S, ,µ) if and only it f' is localizable. This is Segal' s theorem. 
We now give the details s 
(i) Let (X, S, f' ) be a mea8Ul'e space, i.e. S a <r-ring of 
subsets of X, and p a (not necessarily finite) countably additive 
measure on S. We may suppose that }A is already extended by the 
Carath,odo17 procedure, so that S is the (J"-algebra of measureble sets. 
Let S be the subring of measurable sets with finite measure. We will 
0 
assume that there are no purely infinite sets, i.e. if E is a measurable 
set with p(E) > 0 then there exists a measurable set K C E such that 
O < f' (K) <. oo • It follows immediately from this that if F C. X is 
such that y.(F (l K) • 0 for all ICE S
0
, then FE S and }' (F) • O. 
Two sets E, FE S are said to be equivalent if their symmetric 
difference (E - l') U (F - E) is a null set. We will denote by E* the 
equivalence class of sets equivalent to E, and by B the collection of 
equivalence classes. It is easy to see that B is a a--algebra and 
that the mapping E ~ B* is a O"-algebra homomorphism. p may be 
considered as a measure on B by setting ]J- (E*) • )J (E). The system 
(B, }J. ) is called the measure algebra of the measure space (x, s, )A ). 
We repeat that )A is called localizable if B is complete as a lattice. 
Let B be .the BUbalgebra of B conaiating of those elements 
0 
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which have finite measure. Since X has no purely infinite sets, we 
. can see that for any E* e B, E* = sup(K* a X* e. B
0
, K* 6 E* ); indeed, 
E* is certainly an upper bound for all such K*, and if F* is also an 
upper bound then Fl" 3- E* (\ K* . for. all K* E. B , so that (E* - Fl") (') K* • 
0 
(E*\.\ K*) - F* • 0 for all IC* E B , and hence E* - F* • O, i.e. 0 . 
E* ~ F* as required. Thus B is ordel'--dense in B. 
0 
(ii) Let L .. ~ (X, S, }A ) • equivalence classes of integrable 
functions modulo null functions. Denote by f* the equivalence class or 
functions equal to f a.e. . L is a Cl-Dedekind complete Riesz space 
with an integral <f defined by <p (f*) a ff' djA for r €. L. cp is 
strictly positive on L, hence L is Dedekind complete (in fact, supel'-
Dedekind complete), and 'I' is a normal integral (c.f'. [a], theorem 27.16 
in Note VIII) ~ 
(iii) Imbed LC JI. For a unit in L#, let 1 • sup(e°')' where 
e~ is the element of L determine.d by the characteristic function of 
Ee( for Ed. e. S
0
• Recall that u(r/, l) is a complete Boolean algebra 
(theorem 1.1) .. 
(iv) We want to define a measure-preserving isomorphism p of B 
into U(L#). For E* e B
0
, define f(E*) to be the element in L 
determined by ')( E• Let u(JI) 
0 
=- fe € u(r!) a 'f (e) < oo 1 . We now 
show that f maps B
0 
. ~ u(l/)
0
• :C.t e E. U(L#)
0
• Now, 
e • sup(:z: a O~ :z:s e, x £ L), and for any such x we have O~ x~ e(x)~ 
.:=- e, and also s(x) E L since C"f (s(:z:)) ~ cp (e)<co f hence 
e • eup(e ' a 0 ~ e' ~ e , e' e L nu(L#) ). Since 'f (e)~ co and Cf 
is strictly positive, it follows that there erlsts a sequence ~e~} in 
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L n U(L#) such that e~ 1' e. Since each e~ is determined by the 
. characteristic tunction of some measurable set, it follows that e is 
also detel1Dined by the characteristic tunction of some measurable set E, 
i.e. f>(E*) = e. Finally, since cp(e)< oo , p(E*)< oo , so 
e e p(B
0
). Thus indeed p (B
0
) "" u(/)
0
• 
Since B
0 
is order dense in the Boolean algebra B, and U(L#)
0 
is 
order dense in the complete Boolean algebra U(L#), f can be extended 
uniquely to an (algebraic) isomorphism of B into U(L#), and the 
extension (again denoted by p ) maps B onto U(L11). if and only if 
B. is complete. (c.f. [17], lemma 3.3.2.) 
It is easy to see that f is measure-preserving, i.e. 'f' ( f (E*)) • 
= µ (E*) for all E* £ B. Thus p is a measure-preserving algebraic 
isomorphism of B into u(/), and f maps B onto u(ll) if and 
only if /A is localizable. 
(v) Let M • equivalence classes of measurable tunctions modulo 
null functions. We can see that f' 1 B ~ u(J/) induces in a natural 
way an algebraic isomorphism F* of K ·into LI. Indeed, for every 
measurable function f ~ 0 we have f* • eup(a X; 1 0 E a YE ~ f*). 
The collection i a f(E*) 1 O ~ a1; ~ f* 1 C JI+ satisfies the conditions 
of property P 2, so we mq define, for 0 ~ f* e M, f*(f*) • 
= sup(a f (E*) : 0 .E a'X ~ ~ f'lt) E Lii. In general, we define 
r*<f*> = r*<r:> - .r*<f!>· 
It is clear that p* is mesJN.re-preserV'ing in the sense that, for 
0 ~ f* e K, <p ( f(f*)) • fr dft• In fact, f* is an extension of the 
identity map of L -. L. Ve can even see that f* maps ~ (X, S, )' ) 
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onto 11_ (cp, L); for, given 0 ~ I G 11_ (cp, L), ve have 
. I = sup(r·sr(/I) 0 < r = rational) by theorem 1.6. But cp (er(//))~ 
~ r-1 cpC!)~ o&J, so there exists E* € B
0 
such that p(E*) • sr(I/), 
and hence r*(r1;) = r·sr(!). The set tr·sr(!) : 0 <. r = rational} 
is countable, so there exists f* a sup f f'*-l~·sr(l)J1 E. M, and 
f*(f*). I. In addition, fr*d14 = cp(/)400 P so f* € 11_(X, S,j-t). 
Thus ~ (X, S, }A ) and ~ ( cp , L) are identical, so integrals can 
be considered as exactly the same on either space, and in particular 
there is no conf'usion in saying that one integral is absolutely continuous · 
with respect to another . without specifying which space is being considered. 
Note that f (X*) • 1, and hence f* is also an isomorphim of the 
multiplicative structure (since, by theorem 5.1, multiplication is 
determined by the linear and order structure). 
(vi) We have in general f*(M) C t 11, and ve want to show that 
equality holds if and only if' }" is localizable. In one direction this 
is clear, for if f* maps M onto ll then p maps B onto U(L#) 
and hence }' is localizable. 
Conversely, suppose ye is localizable, so that f' maps B onto 
U(Lll). Then for any e e U(L11) there exists .P-1(e) = B* E. B, so 
for any element of the form ae e ll there exists p*-1(ae) = a'X; e M. 
Now suppose 0 ~ I ~ JI.. Again we have I = su.p(r.s cl> ' 0 < r ) 
r 
and the collection { r•sr(/I) : 0 < r • rational} is countable, so 
there exists f* • sup{ f*-1[r•sr(/l)J} EM, and f*(:t*) • I. Thus 
p* maps K onto L# as required. 
(vii) Now . suppo~ }" is localizable. Then K is isOlllOrphic 
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to Lii. Bu.t the Radon-Nikodym theorem holds for L#, and therefore it 
.holds tor K (i.e. it holds in the original measure space). 
Converseq, suppose the Radon-Nik.odym theorem holds in the measure 
space. For any 0 ~ / €. LI we want to find gr, e M such that 
To do this, define the normal integral 
I/' is absolutely continuous with respect to cp , and so, 
considering ~ and cp as integrals on L:i_ (X, S, µ ), t}le Radon-Nik.odym 
theorem implies that there exists g* 6 H such that <f' (t*) .. cp(t*g*) 
for all "t* 6 Li_ (X, S, f ). Then, considering Cf and tf as integrals 
on L:i_ ( o/ , L) ·again, we have 4' (/) • cp (/. p*(g*)) for all 
t e Li_ (cp • L), and hence, by the uniqueness of the Radon-Nik.odym derivative 
p*(g*) = / as required. Thus p* maps M onto 1', and hence, 
by (Ti), f is localizable. 
!21!. For a discussion of Segal' s theorem along somewhat different lines, 
see Zaanen ( 24] • Here is also found a generalization of Segal' a theorem 
to the case where there may exist purely infinite sets. It turns out 
(c.r. [24], theorem 10.2) that the Radon-Nikodym theorem hoids if and 
only if the contracted measure is localizable. 
§17. Rings of operators on a Hilbert apace. 
Let B be a Hilbert space, and let B(R) be the set of bounded 
selt-ad.1oint operators .on H. B(B) is (partially) ordered by a 
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O ~ A e B(H) it (Ah, h) ~ 0 for all h e. H. In general, two elements 
A, B E. B(H) will not have a supremum or infimum; in fact (c.f. Ka.dison 
[7] ) sup(A. B) exists in B(H) if and only if A>-. B or B ~ A. 
However, it is known that certain subsets of B(H) are isomorphic in 
themselves to Biesz spaces; indeed we have the following theorem. (Recall 
that the sequence A is said to converge strongly to A if' l\(A - A)h\I 
n n 
converges to zero f'or eveey h e: H. 
Theorem 17.l (c.r. Vulih [22] ) EYeey strongly closed ring L of 
. bounded self-adjoint operators is isomorphic to a Dedekind complete Riesz 
space. 
Proof The proof consists mainly in collecting the appropriate facts from 
Biesz - Nagy [15]. First of all we observe that L must be commutative 
since the product of self-adjoint operators is self-adjoint only if the 
operators commute. (This follows immediately from the formula (AB)* = 
= B*A*.) Next we see that A E L implies At E. L since At is the 
strong limit of a sequence of polynomials in A ( c. f. ( 15] , p. 265; note 
that the use of I, which may not be in L, can be avoided by using for 
successive approximations to At Xn+l • Xn + t(A - x;).) From this it 
follows that, for A, B E L, sup(A, B) • !(A + B + I A - Bl ) c;: L (c.f. [15] , 
p.279). Finally, aey set of elements of L directed upwards and bounded 
has a eupremum (c.f. (15], p.263; here this is proved only for monotone 
increasing sequences, but the same proof holds for directed sets. It is 
also shown here that the directed. set actually converges strongly to its 
supremum). 
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Recall that the pricipal identity ot SC B(H) is the projection 
onto H 9 N, where N = 11 { N(J.) s N(A) = the null space of A, A E S] 
(c.t. Naimark [91, p.445). A. strongly closed ring L mq not contain 
the identity operator I, but we can uae theorem 17.l to show that L 
does contain its principal identity I (c.f. Vulih [22]). First we 
prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 17.2 Let A E. B(H)p 0 ~ AS I, and let P = PA be the pro-
jection onto H 9 N(A) • R(A) (where R(A) cs the range of A). Let 
Bn = Al/-r1, n ~ o. Then Bn t P. 
Proof It is easy to see that 0~Bn1 !S I, and hence there exists 
B = aup(B ) E L. B is self-adjoint, and since B • B2 1, B "" B
2
• 
n n M 
Hence B is a projection, and we will show B ... P by shoving that 
N(B) = N(A) . 
On the one hand, if h ~ N(A), then· llB1hll2 == (.A.th, .A.th) = (Ah, h) • 
= Ot so that B1h = O, which implies, by induction, 
all n. Hence Bh = O, i.e. h e N(B). 
that B h • 0 for n 
On the other hand, since O ~ A • B0 ~ B, h e N(B) implies 
0 ~ (Ah, h) S (Bh, h) • O, so that Ah• O, . i.e. h E H(A). 
Theorem 17.3 L contains its principal identity E. E acts as a 
strong order unit in L (considered as a Biesz space), and U(L, B) • 
• f PA s Ac L1 • 
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Proof It follows immediately from ~he lemma that for any A € L we 
. also have PA e L. To show E e L it is thus sufficient to show 
E = sup { PA A E L 1 . Since 0 :::: PA ~ I for all A E L, there exists 
P = sup f PA : A G L} €. L, and it is aufficient to show that P is a 
projection (for clearly N(P) = n [ H(PA) r A€ L} .. N(E) ). 
Now, tor any two projections P' and P", it is easy to verify 
that sup(P', P") = t(pt + P" + \pt - P"I)-= pt + P" - ptp", and from 
this it follows immediately that [sup(P', P"B 2 • sup(P', P"), i.e. that 
sup(P' , P") is a projection. Thus the sup of any .finite collection ot 
projections is again a projection, and so, by adding to the set {PA} 
the supremums of all finite subsets, we may suppose that we have a set 
{ Po.1 of projections which is directed upwards and hence approaches P 
2 2 . 
strongly. But then, since Pel ""' Pol, we have P = P, i.e. P is a 
projection as required, and hence E 6 L. 
The rest of the theorem is clear. 
A strongly closed ring L has its usual operator multiplication, but 
considering it as a Dedekind complete Riesz space ve may also introd.uce 
the abstract multiplication with respect to the strong order unit E. 
Happily it turns out that these two multiplications are identical. Indeed, 
it is clear that operator multiplication satisfies conditions (i), ••• ,(vii) 
ot theorem 5.1 (on the uniqueness of' multiplication); and we show in 
the following lemma that it ilso satisfies the remaining condition (Ti.ii). · 
Lemma 17.4 Let A, B € L. Then their operator product AB equals 0 
if' and only it int(l.ll • \Bj) • O. 
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Proof Since J A 12 = A 2, we ~ conclude, by the uniqueness of positive 
square roots (c.r. [15j, p.265), that \Al\ Bl • \ABI ~ Also, · A• o if 
and only if \A\ = o. Hence it is sufficient to consider the case where 
A~ 0 and B ~ O. 
Suppose inf(.&., B) • O. Let m == max(llAll, \\Bii). Then 
0 ~AB !S (mI)B • mB, and 0::: AB~ m.&., so 0 .E AB~ m•inf(A, B) a o, 
· i.e. AB = O. 
Converse:cy, suppoee AB • o. Decompose H = N(A) @ R(A), and let 
O ~ C = inf(A, B). Then for h e N(J.), O ~ (Ch, h) ~ (Ah, h) a o, so 
Ch • O. For h E. R(A), h • Ag, 0 ~ (Ch, h) ~ (Bh, h) ~ (BAg, h) • O, 
so Ch • O, and hence Ch• 0 for all h £ R(A). Thus C • 0 as 
required. 
Thus we have 
Theorem 17.5 In a strongly closed ring L C B(H), operator multipli,ca~ 
tion coincides with the abstract multiplication determined by considering 
L as a Riesz space with unit E. 
We can uae theorem 17.5 to prove the following variation of the 
Radon-Nike)dya theorem. 
Theorem 17.6 Let L be a strong:cy closed ring of bounded self-adjoint 
operators. Let c:p and t.y be two normal integrals on L such that 
</I ~ cp • Then there e:rlats A€ L, 0 :S. A~ BP such that 4J(B) • 
• cp(AB) for all Be L. 
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Proof Taldng account or the previous theorems of this section, we mq 
. immediately apply theorem 15.2 and conclude that there exists A~ O 
in the extension LI such that If' (B) ... <p (AB) for all B e. L. To 
conclude that in fact A e. L, we obserYe that IV ~ cp implies A ~ E 
(and recall that L is an ideal in r/). 
Note The abOTe theorem is a special case of a theorem ot s. Sakai. ( 16]. 
Let S C B{H). We define S' to be the set of bounded self-adjoint 
operators which commute with eveey operator in s, and define S" .. (S' )'. 
We will say that a set S c B(H) is of the type S" :Lf S = S". As 
usual we have Si C s2 if s1 ~ s2, and S' .. S"'• From this it 
follows that if S is commutative then S' ::> S, so S" c S' = S'~ ', 
and hence S" is also commutative. In this case S" is a ring, since 
the product of commuting self-adjoint operators is again self-adjoint. 
Conversely, if Sli is a ring then, as above, S" is commutative. 
It is clear that a ring S of the type S" is strongly closed, and 
hence is isomorphic to a Dedekind complete Riesz space, with the princi-
pal identity E acting as a strong unit. It is also true that for f!!Veey 
O /. A e S there is a normal integral cp on S such that cp {A) /. O; 
this follows from the fact (c.f. DiXDlier (3], p.54) that for hE H 
the functional <p defined by Cf {.t.) • (Ah, h) is a normal integrale In 
the next theorem we prove the converse. 
Theorem 17.7 (c.f. Pinsker [14]) Let L be a Dedekind complete 
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Riesz space with a strong order unit 1, and suppose that for e"lery 
O /.: x € L there is a normal integral cp such that cp (x) /.: O. Then L 
is isomorphic to a ring of operators of the type S". 
~ Since there are a sufficient number of normal integrals, L can 
be written as the Riesz direct sum U@ ~ ot normal subspaces Lo, 
each of which possesses a strictly posit! ve normal integral ( c. f. ( 8] , 
theorem Z7 .17 in Note VIII). If each Lo< can be represented as a ring 
So.. of the type S" on some Hilbert space Ho.• then 1 t is easy to see 
that L mq be represented as a ring of the type S" on the direct sum 
@ ~ (c.f. [14]). Thus it is sufficient to consider the case where L 
possesses a strictly positive normal integral cp e 
Let H be the Hilbert space L2(cp, L). For every x E L define 
the operator A on H by A (t) = xr for all t ~ H. It is easy to 
:z: JC 
see that A is bounded and self-adjoint (bounded since l is a strong 
x 
unit) , and that the mapping x - A is a Riesz-space-isomorphism of 
lC 
L onto S = t Ax s x € L} " 
To complete the proof we must show that S • S" . Let B e S'. Then 
tor ye L we have B(y) a B(yl) • B(A (1)) :s A (B(l)) = y•B(l). Nov, y ,. 
\B(l}I ~ \\B\11 11 for if B(l} ~ \\B\\1 then there exists e > 0 and a-,. 0 
such that B(l)e ~ (l\Bll + a)e, and then (taking y • e in the above) 
B{e) = e·B{l) ~ (llBU + a)e, so that \\B(e)\\ 2 ~ (\\Bii + a)l\el/2 , a con-
tradiction. Hence B(l) E. L, and so the above shove that B(y) • 
= -'B{l)(y) for all ye L. But by theorea 13.4 L • L0 is norm-dense 
in H • L2( cp ), so B • ~(l) E s. Thus S' C: S; and since S ia 
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commutative S C S'. Therefore S • S', and so S • S". 
~ The above proof follows Pinsker's proof in [14], except that 
he considers a representation of L as a tunction space with cp acting 
as an integral on it, and uses as his Hilbert space the L2 space 
determined by cp in this function space. 
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